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SLEEP LEARNING ■ ESTABLISHED TECHNIQUE OR ELABORATE FRAUD?
TRANSISTOR CRYSTAL MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER - EMI L4 FIELD TEST
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Over 100 different Tape
ONLY

ONE

Recorders

IS

RIGHT

THEY'RE ALL HERE . . . every kind of Tape Recorder on the market.
Nowhere else can you see such an all embracing display as that which
awaits you at NuSound.
As Britain's largest Tape Recorder sales organisation with over 10
years experience in this specialised field. NuSound have built up a reputation that is "second to none".
Only from NuSound can you obtain the benefits of all these invaluable
features—the most comprehensive range of equipment on display in the
country, expert staff, free technical advice, immediate demonstration of
any model, the finest after sales servicing available.
Whatever your means of transport or point of arrival, be it Holborn,
Kings Cross or Liverpool Street Stations there is a NuSound showroom
within easy reach. The position of each showroom has been carefully
selected to be just a few minutes away from these well known Central
London Landmarks and Main Line Stations.
%
%
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%
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UNBEATABLE NO INTEREST TERMS
OVER 100 MODELS ON DISPLAY
EXPERT STAFF. EXPERT ADVICE
GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES
UP TO TWO YEARS FREE SERVICING

SHOWROOMS :
82 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I. (I minuce Holborn Underground) CHAncery 7401242/4 PENTONVILLE ROAD, N.I (3 minutes from Kings Cross Station) TERminus 8200.
228 BISHOPSGATE. E.C.2 (I minute Liverpool St. Station)
BIShopsgate 2609.
36 LEWISHAM HIGH STREET, S.E.I3 (I minute Lewisham Station) LEE Green 2399.
2 MARYLAND STATION. E.I5 (Adjacent Maryland Station) MARyland 5879
20S HIGH STREET NORTH, E.6 (Opposite East Ham Station) GRAngewood 6543.

NUSOUND

TAPE

and Hi-Fi equipments:
FOR

SONY

YOU

VIDEO

We are pleased to announce our appointment as
main agents for the distribution and sale of the fantastic new SONY VIDEO TAPE RECORDING
EQUIPMENT. By the time this advertisement
appears we hope to have on display in all our showrooms this fantastically low priced high definition
V.T.R. EQUIPMENT.
The Sony Video Recorder complete with Sony High
Definition Monitoring Television sells at the unbelievably
low price of 350gns. and the High Definition Camera, if
required, for a further l2Sgns. At under £500 you are able
to purchase a complete V.T.R. of quality comparable to
equipment costing three to five times as much.
We have every facility in all our showrooms for full
demonstration of the Sony V.T.R., but if so desired
we have a first-class team of expert technicians who
will be pleased to demonstrate the SONY V.T.R.
anywhere in Great Britain. Write to our Head
Office for further details and appointment.
NOTE; HOURS OF BUSINESS
BISHOPSGATE:
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Closed all day SaturdayOpen Sunday 9.30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
KINGS CROSS, STRATFORD, LEWISHAM, EAST HAM:
Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Half-day Thursday.
HIGH HOLBORN:
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to I p.m.

RECORDER

CENTRES

HEAD OFFICE: MAGNATAPE HOUSE. 191 PLASHET ROAD, UPTON PARK, LONDON, E.I3.
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GRAngewood 2185

This
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Power tequiremenl
Tape speed
Reel size
Recording system
Frequency response
Signal-to-noise ratio
Flutter and wow
Erase head
Record/Playback head
Level indication
Tone control
Input

Sony

right

it

is

SPECIFICATION MODEL TC260 — 97 GNS.
High impedance auxiliary inputs
110/125 V - 220/240 V, 50/60 cps
Sensitivity -16 db (0.12 v) (2)
7J" and 32" per sec
Low impedance line outputs (2)
Output
7" or smaller
Output level 0 db (0.775 v)
4-track stereophonic and monophonic
External Speaker jacks (8 ohms) (2)
30-18.000 cps at 7i ips (19 cm/s)
integrated Record/Playback
(50-15,000 cps at 71 ips±3db)
Connector (1)
30-13,000 cps at 32 ips
Binaural monitor output (1)
Better than 50 db (at peak recording level)
Output level 0 db (0.775 v)
Less than 0.19% at 71 ips
Either horizontal or vertical
Operating
position
Less than 0.25% at 32 ips
Speaker 4x8" dynamic (2)
In-line (stacked) quarter track, EF18-2902H
5 watts (x2)
Power output
In-line (stacked) quarter track. PP30-4202
Transistor 2SB381 (x6). 2SB382 (x2), 258383 (x2)
Two VU meters (calibrated to 0 VU at 12 db
2SC297 (x1), 2SC298 (x4), 2SD64 (x6)
below saturation of tape)
Weight Approx. 34 lbs. 3 ozs.
Two separate controls for bass and treble
Dimensions
21 tV (W) X 1 StV (D) x 7i" (H)
Low impedance microphone inputsAccessories
5" stereo recorded tape
transistorised (will accommodate any microphone
Empty 7" reel
from 250 ohm to 1 K ohm impedance)
Microphone Model F-96 (2)
Sensitivity -68 db (0.3 mv) (2)

See your local Sony dealer now or write to:— Sony U.K. Sales Division, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester.
Tel: Gloucester 21591. London Showrooms: 70-71 Welbeck Street, London W.I. Tel: HUNter 2143.
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Emitape 99-the long play tape formulated
for 4-track recorders
Emitape 99 has been created by
the original and
largest British manufacturers of magnetic recording
tape, in co-operation with I.C.I, who have produced a
special 'Melinex' film base material for this new
production.
Emitape 99 has greater strength—perfect tracking at all
speeds—and outstanding hi-fi performance has been
achieved by the most up-to-date coating techniques.
Three other high quality grades are in the Emitape range:

STtNDIRO
HH

Standard Play 88 for use at professional tape speeds;
Double Play 100 for more recording time; Triple Play
300 for maximum playing time on battery portables.
Emitape is supplied in a free transparent two-piece
library case originally designed for computer tapes. It
gives compact dust-free storage and easy indexing.
Emitape is used nine times out of ten by the B.B.C.
All the best dealers are Emitape stockists.
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EMI
A
EMI
THE MOST ADVANCED MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE IN THE WORLD

AN E.M.I. GROUP PRODUCT
E.M.I. TAPE LIMITED,
HAYES, MIDDLESEX
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COVER PICTURE
Owners of BSR TD/O-decked recorders
may notice certain oddities about the
mechanism on this month's cover. The
pause/motor-off control and antltape-foullng ribs are unique to the Eltra
1001, production of which Is described
on page 72.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual subscription rates to
Tape Recorder and its associated
Journal Hi-Fi News are 30s. and
38s. respectively. Overseas
subscriptions are 32s. 6d.
(U.S.A. $4.50) for Tape Recorder
and 38s. (U.S.A. 85.40) for
Hi-Fi News, from Link House
Publications Ltd., Dlngwall Avenue.
Croydon, CR9 2TA.
Tape Recorder is published on the
14th of the preceding month unless
that date falls on a Sunday, when
it appears on the Saturday.

TWO topics occupy the Editorial pen this
month—commercial tape records and
British tape recorders. Tapes first: who buys
them, and why ? Will the 1? i/s music-cassette
ever push the LP gramophone record off the
market ? Does a £37 cassette player (or £28 for
a battery model) make a more satisfying
noise than a £20 disc reproducer ?
We have yet to hear a record company claim
that 3| i/s tape records are equal, in terms of
quality, to their disc counterparts, though such
statements have been made regarding the new
11 i/s copies. And we have yet to see a tape
record introduced before its disc equivalent.
The obvious potential customer for 3| i/s
tape records is the domestic-recorder owner
who possesses no disc player. Most of those in
possession of a gramophone are unlikely, we
feel, to buy anything other than the disc version
of a recording. This consideration may or may
not be based on quality ; it will be decided, in
most cases, by the fact that a disc may be
dubbed more easily for personal use and for
the benefit of acquaintances.
Philips are at present industriously trying to
popularise their cassette system. Whether the
recently introduced pre-recorded Musicasselle
is designed to boost the sales of their cassette
recorders or vice versa we do not know, but
the aforementioned argument still applies.
Even for those fortunate enough to own the
useful little EL3301, we cannot regard it as a
progressive move to become tolerant of the
limitations of 11 i/s for domestic music reproduction when a gramophone at the same price
will give vastly superior results. Of course,
one could always by-pass the output stage and
speaker, try hard to believe that the carefully
shaped recorded tape response is giving real
bass and treble, and play the cassette through
the gramophone amplifier. But at 2 gns. a time
there is some element of deterrence.
The news that DC Internalional commercially
recorded cassettes are not, after all, to be
marketed in Britain may be interpreted by
some as a victory for Philips. Could it be,
however, that one group of manufacturers has
concluded that the cassette record is a dead
duck ?
There is rarely any controversy over British
recorder manufacturers these days. Could it
be that they are all sitting back quietly bemoaning the effects of The Squeeze ? We were of
that opinion until, shortly before Christmas, a
British-made recorder was delivered for review.
The recorder was unusually interesting in being
an original design throughout. Though of
intriguing appearance and construction, there
were some features that equalled the shoddiness
of the worst very low price products from the
Far East. Wood-screws in metal, pressure
pads that were fouled permanently away from
the heads by the leads connected to the superimposition button, a wrongly soldered 'trick'
button that erased only when held in the
'superimpose' position, two lid catches that
fell away from the cabinet the first time the lid
51
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was closed, and an instruction booklet that
might itself have been inexpertly translated
from Japanese.
We have probably all been advised, in the
past, to place pieces of cardboard between tape
and erase-head to achieve a form of superimposition. The instruction booklet contained
an interesting new slant upon the employment
of cardboard. To use the recorder as a straightthrough amplifier, we read, the opierator should
cut a thin cardboard wedge, which may be
jammed into the record-interlock slot. This
must rank as the ultimate in unsophislication.
Surely a rusty nail of suitable dimensions
could have been offered as an optional extra ?

FEATURE ARTICLES
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British
(only 2% of imported material)
strong
(many a 15-year-old still in daily service)
silent
(background — where silence is needed)
That's the incomparable
Ferrograph
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Apart from that imported 2% (mainly plywood) and
some superbly engineered components from oilier
liritish sources, most Ferrograph components are made
in our South Shields factory. Exemplary quality control
at every stage ensures that not only are the black sheep
rejected, but also any in doubtful shades of grey.
The result is an instrument of impressive excellence;
impressive in its recording fidelity and its reliability
through year after year of exacting use.
The Ferrograph is for professionals and the serious
amateurs of sound—hardly for those who would buy a
Tape Recorder with little more thought than a packet
of cigarettes. You will be pleased when you move up
into the Ferrograph class.

Interested? Then coinplclc am! piisl this <-oii|m:i lo:
THE FERROGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED
84 Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.I.
f I Please send me the FREE illusl rated Ferrograph leatlct.
f~l Please send me the comprehensive 64-page
FerrographManual for which I enclose £1 —
refundable when 1 purchase m v Ferrograph.
□ Mono Q Stereo ('lick items required).
Name Address
TR7

Ferrograph models: 631 9Sgns -63111100gns • 633120gns
633H12! gns - 632 126gns ■ 632H132 gns ■ 6 34 132 gns
All models can be supplied with teak sides if required.

EOSE3

Jerrograph
THE INCOMPARABLE TAPE RECORDER
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TWO YEARLY PUBLICATIONS
TWO audio publications—the Audio Diary
and Audio Annual—have been produced
by the publishers of Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi
News. The diary, 1967 edition of which has
been available for the past few months,
contains many facts and figures of use to the
sound recording enthusiast. Among the
subjects covered in the 64-page reference
section are tape equalisation, track positions,
and playing time, VHF/FM aerials, sound
wavelength and frequency, equipment matching, stereo loudspeaker placing, crossovers and
dynamic range. These are incorporated in
addition to a conventional two pages per week
diary and colour Underground map. Price of
the Audio Diary is 7s. 6d. post free, from Tape
Recorder, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
Also available from that address, from
mid-February, will be the 1967 Audio Annual,
price 6s. including postage. David Robinson
contributes an article describing a noise
reduction system intended for use with
professional tape recorders and currently
employed by certain gramophone record
manufacturers. Stanley Kelly will examine
Transducers while James Moir considers the
sound qualities of ancient Greek Theatres in
Ancient Acoustics. For those who missed the
relevant issues of Tape Recorder, reviews will
be reprinted of the Akai X-35S, Uher 4000L,
Sony TC3574, Tandberg 84, Ampex 863,
Korting MT 3624, Akai X-4, and Truvox
PD104.
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"Don't disturb your father
while he's playing his sermon."
RADIO SHOW CANCELLED
THE 1967 Earls Court Radio Show appears
to be following the same pattern as that
traversed in 1966, having now been cancelled
after an announcement that both trade and
public would be admitted. Rex-Hassan
Associates Ltd. (responsible for the Hotel
Russell Audio Fair) have announced, however,
plans to organise an international radio show,
to be held in London from Wednesday 6th to
Sunday 10th September. The venue has yet to
be decided.
PHILIPS ABANDON RPM
A POLICY of price recommendation is now
being adopted by Philips Electrical Ltd.
The announcement followed a withdrawal of
the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers'
Association application for exemption from
the Resale Prices Act. Current list prices for
Philips tape recorders, magnetic tape, television and audio equipment may now be
adopted or undercut according to the inclination of individual retailers.

WORLD

MOTOROLA INTRODUCE
EIGHT-TRACK
CAR PLAYER
TO BRITAIN

OF

TAPE

o
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AN eight-track stereo tape playback system, the laser beam on to a projected 2ft. 3in. x 3ft.
developed by Motorola for the Ford picture. Light generated by the laser is passed
Motor Company, was demonstrated recently through an ultrasonic intensity modulator,
in London. The system was originally designed beam brightness corresponding directly to the
as an alternative to the car radio, but has been ultrasonic wave strength. Horizontal deflection
expanded, in the USA, to encompass the is similarly achieved ultrasonically, the moduladomestic audio market. Consequently, stereo ted beam passing through a de-ionised-waterplayers for the car and for the home are filled tank containing four piezoelectric transexpected to be produced in Britain to sell in ducers. Vertical deflection, when the system
the £45-£70 price region, with or without was demonstrated, was by means of a 60Hz
integrated AM receivers.
(US field frequency) mechanical vibrator. This
Stereo 8 endless cassettes are being recorded was said to be entirely satisfactory, though an
for Motorola by RCA at 3} i/s on standard ultrasonic vertical deflector had been employed
Jin. tape. The eight tracks provide four stereo experimentally. Next step, perhaps, is a laser
channels, a push-button selector altering the system that will bum the pictures on to moving
vertical position of the head face. Built into plastic tape 7
the tape transport is a switching mechanism
that selects a fresh track at the end of each
ELECTRONIOUES HOBBIES MANUAL
cassette cycle. Quality of the system, as PRICES and details of eleven thousand items
demonstrated, was well up to backgroundare given in the 608-page illustrated manual
music standards.
prepared by Electroniques. The STC-owned
company is entering the technical hobbies mailorder field in an ambitious manner, supplying
FERROTUTOR PRICE REARRANGEMENT
FOLLOWING requests from customers listed products by post and through certain
wishing to purchase alternative headphones retailers. The catalogue costs 10s. 6d. and is
to those previously supplied with iheFerrolulor, available from Electroniques, Edinburgh Way,
Ferrograph are now offering recorder and Harlow, Essex.
accessories separately. The recorder has been
BATTERY PORTABLE WITH A DIFFERENCE
reduced £5 in price to £120 and the following
headsets made available with boom micro- REMARKABLE feature of the latest Sony
battery tape recorder is its ability to
phone : 5. G. Brown 4C604I2 (£13 3s.), Brown
4C70-5I2 with noise-excluding pads (£13 3s.), record moving television pictures. The new
model, not yet being marketed in Britain, is
and AKG 58 (£17 2s.).
designed for use with the TCV2000 domestic
video recorder, and has no internal playback
RAY-O-VAC MOVE WEST
facilities. Recording is on iin. tape at 7$ i/s, a
FROM the beginning of January, the head Sin. spool capacity giving up to 30 minutes
office of the Ray-O-Vac International continuous running. The unit weighs a little
Corporation will be located at Westminster over 9 lb. and measures 12^ x 5J x 4iin. No
House, 97 St. Mary Street, Cardiff. Telephone price has yet been announced.
number is Cardiff 42137. The Ray-O-Vac
offices in London and Treorchy, Glamorgan,
have been closed, though manufacture of
NEXT MONTH
batteries and ancillary products will continue
TUESDAY 14TH FEBRUARY Is publicat Treorchy.
ation date of the March Tape Recorder.
The first of a short series describing
construction
of a high-quality transistor
NEW LIGHT ON TV RECORDING ?
mixer will be contributed by John Fisher.
THE use of a gas laser in place of an
A. J. Lowe will describe the construction
electron beam for television scanning was
of a "rotator"—designed to ensure abproved practicable at a recent demonstration
solute freedom from background noise
by Zenith in Chicago. Signals from a convenwhen employed with a bulk eraser. Alec
tional television receiver were fed to optical
Tutchlngs will review the Ellra 1001
modulation equipment which, in turn, guided
53

Excitingly easy new way to play music
and record sound!
-5*
m
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PHIIIP5
PHILIPS

Cassette

Recorders

Sometimes you need a music player. Sometimes you need a recorder. Get a Philips
Cassette Recorder and you have both - for the price of one! For instant recording
or playback, snap in Compact Cassettes. For your choice of music — instantlysnap in Musicassettes. Nothing's simpler or more exciting. All models come with
demonstration Cassette, library rack, microphone with stand, direct recording/
playback lead.
Compact Cassettes: C60 (plays 60 mins) 19/6: C90 (plays 90 mins) 27/6
Musicassettes (famous recordings) 40/Battery Portable Model EL3301T27gns
Plays and records anywhere, travels in a handy
carrying case, has simple controls, plays Musicassettes in mono. Complete with Compact
Cassette and remote stop/start control on microphone. Can even be mounted in a car, using
Mounting Unit Tj^ie EL3794: £12.10.0.

«

Mains/Mono Model EL3310 35gns
Automatic Recording Control regulates recording level for you. 'Sound Mirror' reflects sound
towards you. Push-button cassette ejector for
rapid cassette changing. Plays Musicassettes in
mono. Slim, teak-finished cabinet.
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Mains/stereo Model EL3312 48 gns
Plays Musicassettes in stereo—makes lifelike
stereo recordings too. Variable tone and stereo
balance controls. Push-button cassette ejector.
Teak-finish cabinet. Supplied complete with
moving-coil stereo microphone. Speakers, recommended type GL559, optional extras; 10 gns.
(-f 3/1 P.T. surcharge) each.

PHILIPS - the Mend of the family
Philips Electrical Limited, Century House, Shafcesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
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Dictaphones apart, the emi ia is the
only battery sound recorder now being
manufactured in this country. Eleven years
ago, its remote ancestor—the LZ—was one
of the few portables available in the world.
Like the Wearlte tape deck, this machine is
almost as old as the tape recording hobby
itself.
Mechanically, the L2 and L4 are loosely
related. Electronically, however, there is little
similarity. The family tree runs rather as
follows: Valves were employed throughout
the L2 tape amplifier until 1960, when the
LZ/TA appeared. This was mechanically
identical to the original L2, but was fully
transistorised. Minor improvements in 1961
led to the RE32I, again mechanically almost
identical, which continued until the appearance
of the L4 in 1965.
Although of similar dimensions to the
RE321, the L4 embodies a substantial face-lift
and many extra facilities, plus a substantially
better performance specification. Whereas the
RE321 lacked facilities for tape erasure, fast
rewind and mixing, the L4 is in all respects
complete. A 3i i/s tape speed has been added,
but is really only for emergency use, since
equalisation is to H i/s. Despite the increased
flexibility, the basic L4 is some £4 cheaper
than its predecessor.
Though there has been no major concession
to popular styling, the current EMI embodies
several up-to-date design features. Radial
head mounting, for example, is employed to
hold the tape against the heads, overcoming
the disadvantages of pressure pads and pins.
The pinch-wheel is of hard Neoprene, claimed
to remain free from permanent deformation
if the remote motor cutout is used. A sprung
guide by the feed-spool turntable ensures even
back-tension throughout the reel. Rechargeable batteries are available as standard
accessories (at extra cost) and are attached to
the power input in such a way that the connection of incorrect polarity is impossible.
A three-position input bass filter is incorporated on the two microphone channels,
and may be positioned to select zero, -5 or
-10 graduations. These are evidently dB
figures, though no reference could be found
in the manufacturer's literature regarding the
frequency at which these figures apply. Suffice
to say that the filter proved a great asset on
several unfavourable locations, to reduce wind
rumble and traffic noise.
Before discussing the recorder's performance subjectively, a description of its
mechanical layout and controls might be
worthwhile. Whereas the RE321 was encased
in wood, the L4 is housed in a metal cabinet,
supported at the sides by a pair of plastic
mouldings. The complete assembly—nameplates, metal 'belly' and mouldings—is
extremely rigid. A clip-on Plexiglass lid
protects the upper deck components, while
retaining the facility of keeping a visual check
on the meter and spools. Slots in the side
mouldings are provided, through which a
shoulder-strap may be threaded, with or
without the accessory waterproof carryingcase. I have yet to find a portable that went
into its case without a struggle, and the L4
is no exception 1
Mechanical controls are situated on the
right-hand side of the machine and comprise
four plastic press-tabs. From left to right,

FIELD TRIALS OF
BATTERY PORTABLES No 17
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these are record (interlocking with the
adjacent replay tab), stop and rewind.
These controls had a pleasing feel about them,
being light and positive in action. The stop
tab left one in some slight doubt, however,
since this could be locked right down as in
the photograph below, or left on a plane
with the other tabs.
It took me some weeks to become fully
accustomed to the positions of these tabs,
during which time an element of vagueness
existed whenever—as normally occurred—
one used the controls without looking at them.
It is near-impossible to see which tab one is
pressing when using the machine from the
shoulder in its waterproof case. My most
frequent error was to press the rewind tab
at the end of a recording, when I wished
merely to halt the tape. Possibly some
knurling, or alteration in shape, of the stop
and record buttons would make finger-tip
recognition easier for unfamiliar users.
Similarly, the microphone mixers should be
regarded as pre-set controls when working in
the field. Even when using a single microphone, it was difficult to vary the tape modulation level While recording. The two microphone gain controls are located opposite the
input sockets, Mic.l being a balanced tip,
ring and sleeve jack, while Mic. 2 is a fivepin Cannon XLR-5-14. No external control
is incorporated for the line input, and individual external attenuation would sometimes
be required if one were to dub into the L4
from other equipment. Although the designers
were obviously fearful of over-cluttering the
side panels, some immediately accessible line
potentiometer would have been useful, even
if only a pre-set of the type incorporated in
some Tandberg recorders.
A gain control on the left-hand side of the
cabinet governs the output of a low-power
monitor amplifier, which feeds a small built-in
speaker. This speaker is automatically disconnected on insertion of a jack at the headphone socket. The monitor amplifier may
be switched to a tapping in the recording
amplifier to indicate the signal that should be
going on to the tape, or to the replay head
to show what really has gone on. TTiis latter
'off-tape monitoring' facility warns the operator
if, for example, the tape has snapped or been
wrongly threaded (inside-out, perhaps). It is
a worthwhile feature, but should be exercised
with care. One cannot conduct an interview
or speech sensibly when every word is being
fed to the ear a quarter of a second later.
Nor can one guard quite so effectively against
sudden overload. (Where is the Hoyleinspired genius who can develop facilities to
monitor sound before it is generated 1)
From the above it will be gathered that the
VU-meter registers the signal being monitored,
and is not wired permanently to the recording
amplifier. The meter also shows audio signal
level on replay.
Other settings on the 'live/taped' switch
connect the meter to read battery voltage and
bias current. Bias can only be measured
during recording, since only then docs the
oscillator function; not a self-evident fact,
since at least one semi-professional recorder
has its oscillator in circuit during playback.
The two most important features of a battery
tape recorder, to my mind, are wow and flutter
ycdntmtiea ah page in
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This is what you would see under the elegant case of a Beomaster 10OOK P.M. Tuner Amplifier.
Solid state circuitry throughout, separate and hinged component panels, stereo decoder
already fitted, and components of the highest quality and closest tolerance.
Notice too the positive piano key mode selectors, which require only finger-tip pressure to
operate, the long tuner scale for easier and more accurate station finding, fly wheel balanced
tuning drive and large radicator type tuning indicator. This must be the most sophisticated
high fidelity tuner amplifier available at such a modest price.
Technicalities. Tuner unit: 88-108 Mc/s with switchable A.F.C. Sensitivity 2 |tv for 26 dB signal/noise ratio. Aerial
75 to 240 ohms. Stereo transmission channel separation >34dB. Amplifier section: Power output 2 x 15w R.M.S.
Less than 1 % distortion, 2 Gram inputs: Crystal 250 mV, magnetic 7 mV for full rated output. Tape Recorder: Input
20 mV for full rated output. Outputs: 2 x 3/5 ohms in duplicate and switched. Frequency response: 30 c/s to
20 kcs ±3 dB. Bess Control: +10 dB to —14 dB/80 c/s. Treble Control: ± 12 dB/l 0 kcs. Price; 80 Gns.
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Bang & Olufsen's design theme continues throughout the whole range.
For further information on Tape
Recorders, Loudspeakers, Turntable
units and accessories see your local
B & 0 Dealer now or write for his
name and our illustrated catalogue to:
Bang & Olufsen
U.K. Sales Division,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester.
Telephone: Gloucester 21591

How close are contacts when the liquid
between is 100 ohms? Answer: 2.5 x 10"'
cm. or
limes the wavelength of light !
OUR READERS WRITE . . .
Even if healing lowers resistivity by 20,000
times, we still need contacts flat to a wave.. . about plonks, plops and pops efficient and easily available. Over the past length ! Thus the figure 400 x 10' can be
years I have had to avail myself of dismissed as irrelevant.
From : H. E. Owens, 82 North Road, High- eighteen
An alternative theory is that a liquid film
the services of the above-mentioned company
gate, London, N.6.
on only three occasions; twice this was keeps oxygen away. Ordinary thin machine
dear sir. The 'plonk' syndrome (December achieved
by post and on one occasion I was oil also seems very effective. Yours faithfully.
Readers' Problems) afflicted my recorder even
to call personally. My requirements
after modifications to prevent sudden applica- able
... about PTFE
tion of bias and the recording of spikes from were handled with the minimum of delay; the From: J. W. Barney, Esq., 65 Fonlmell Road,
repairs
or
replacements
functioned
completely
the deck switching.
Dorset.
With this machine, clicks, or more precisely satisfactorily, and on the occasion of the Broadstone,
dear sir. Referring back to the August 1965
a double 'plop', always occurred on record- personal visit, to repair a car-radio damaged issue in which you advocated the use of
ings that had been interrupted and re-started when my vehicle was stolen, I was treated Polytretrafluroethane (PTFE) as a cure for
with all too rare courtesy and no charge was
by the pause control.
tape squeaks, I would like to add the following
I
The cause was hum in the recording ampli- made
comments:
1
have
long
wished
to
show
my
appreciation,
fier, too weak to be noticeable on normal
The PTFE sleeve works well and I have
and
your
remarks,
together
with
reading
of
replay ; but when recorded at low speed as
all-loo-frequenl unfortunate experiences overcome the problem of mounting it on the
the tape accelerated from rest, it would play the
deck of my Grundig by employing the automatic
back as a tone beginning at a few hundred of many other people with other companies, slop
pin as a support—though this prevents
Hertz and sweeping rapidly down to 50Hz. spurred me to write to you in this vein. I that mechanism from working, of course.
can
honestly
and
sincerely
state
that
Philips
This registered subjectively as a 'plop'.
Readers may find, as I have done, that the
Attention to input circuits removed hum are indeed a Friend of this Family.
Yours faithfully. squeak disappears when the sleeve is used,
from the record head and cut the double
and that about a dozen fast winds before
'plop' to a single 'pop'. Complete cure came
. .. about lubrication actually recording on to a new tape seems to
by isolating the erase head'(with a l/iF scries
Yours faithfully.
capacitor) from 50Hz induced into the From : K. Holford, 30 Sandcross Lane, effect a permanent cure.
Reigate,
Surrey.
oscillator coil by the adjacent capstan motor.
... about sockets abundant
dear sir, I recently read the article on
Yours faithfully.
From : C. C. Kindred, Stone Farm, Great
Lubrication by William Henry (May 1966).
The theory put forward, that contact Glcmham, Saxmundham, Suffolk.
.. . about Philips servicing lubricants lower contact resistance by their
dear sir. My tuner has outputs via coaxial
From : P. Hold, 'Angorfa', 25 Linthorpe electrical conduction, is often versed, but as sockets. The preamplifier takes Phono plugs,
yet unjustified. Certainly not by the 400M the main amplifier Octal. One tape machine,
Road, Buckley, Flintshire.
a Uher, has three different DIN sockets, plus
dear sir, Apropos your December Editorial per cm' quoted for Eleclrolube.
The active area of a pair of small contacts a flat-pin and rod speaker output. The
and the item in your World of Tape section
about Amalgamated Electrical Services Ltd., I is probably not more than one square mm. Ampex machine uses phono and GPO Jack
would like to comment as follows. 1 have Other parts of the contact surrounding this plugs, and now to cap the lot my secondbeen, and still am, the owner of quite a number area, even though they are only .01 mm. hand mixer has five sockets which lake jack
of electrical appliances, including tape re- apart, are much too far apart to matter, as plugs of slightly less than GPO dimensions.
corders, manufactured by the Philips organisa- will be seen in a moment—and the surface This has become ridiculous. If motor and
tractor tyre manufacturers can all conform to
tion. To me as a seafarer and sometime irregularities are of this order.
What is a reasonable contact resistance? a standard air-valve, surely hi- and low-fi
country resident, one of the main factors in
my choice of such equipment is what I like Let us take 100 ohms and, although this is equipment manufacturers could make do with
to call the 'reliability factor'. If the need for very high, it will be seen that the liquid film one, two, or even three sizes of socket.
Yours faithfully.
servicing should occur, it has to be speedy, is no help.
EMI L4 FIELD TRIAL CONTINUED

and signal-to-noise ratio. Speed fluctuation
only proved troublesome when the accumulator began to collapse, and it was found that
very little warning was given at the end of a
charge. A 7i i/s recording of a Southend
Airport Carvair, when reproduced, sounded
more like a rocket than an aeroplane, the
speed having fallen suddenly to some 4 i/s
when the tape was made. The meter fell
quickly enough as the tape speed dropped.
The recorded background noise on the L4
was very low indeed, and it is hard to believe
that a cenlrifugally-operated governor has been
in operation when recording from a line source
and replaying through an external amplifier.
There are some reservations, however. A
great deal of motor hash was present in the
monitor amplifier ; it was quite audible on
the internal speaker and made headphone
monitoring very difficult indeed. But this
hash did not appear so strongly on the tape.

A small degree did break into the recording
amplifier, nevertheless, when the microphone
gain controls were turned upwards. For
serious microphone work, therefore, one
should either use an external mixer, feeding
into the line socket, or have the L4 modified.
I understand that EMI have overcome the
crackle problem, and can certainly confirm
that another L4 that I have handled was very
much quieter. At the risk of causing confusion, perhaps I can explain that the quiet
model was the first L4 submitted for test.
It was returned after developing an apparently
unconnected electrical fault.
The replacement L4 has been used for some
months without displaying any similar fault
and has showed no signs at all of mechanical
deterioration. Since the mechanism is solidly
constructed, and the heads exceptionally easy
to clean, the L4 should have a lengthy useful
life. The same cannot be said, however, of
the rechargeable battery supplied with the
machine. These are German Sonneschein
accumulators. This brand was supplied, some
two years ago, with a Japanese portable, and
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the sample in question functioned for many
months before its charge became loo short to
be of practical use. Both accumulators
supplied with the L4's, however, gave up
completely after only a few weeks, despite
being carefully stored at more-or-less full
charge. The claimed lifetime of three hours
continuous recording per charge was certainly
never met in praclife. A conventional battery
pack, designed for U7 cells, is available as an
accessory. Specified life, for this, is 30 minutes.
To put these critical points into perspective,
for we are dealing with a machine costing well
over £100, perhaps I can convey my reaction
to the overall quality of the L4 by saying,
simply, that it is one of the three portables I
should most like to own. Provided that EMI
continue their policy of keeping up with the
times, and develop an electronically-controlled drive system to bring wow and flutter
into line with European standards while
removing the last trace of motor noise, then
the descendants of the L2 will retain their
position as being among the finest battery
recorders in the world.
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4 Winner
The DP4 microphone is another winner—by performance alone it has
achieved world wide acclaim. It is used
regularly by P.A. engineers, broadcasting and television companies,
film studios, etc., as well as by many
professional and amateur tape
recordists. Its winning qualities have
been designed and produced by
Grampian—specialists for over thirty
years in the field of sound equipment.
We shall be pleased to send you full
technical details of the DP4 and other
microphones, together with descriptions of various accessories.
Specially designed to
use with the DP4. in
order to cut down wind
noise Is the Windshield — as Illustrated
here.

offer
the

nation wide
on 7 days approval
Our vast experience in nationwide selling enables us to offer
today's best value and most reliable tape recorder. The Eltra
1001 High Fidelity Tape Recorder featuring 3 speeds (TJ, 3}, IJ),
7" reel capacity, two-track recording, 2-channel mixer amplifier
with monitoring facility, individual bass and treble controls,
power output better than 6 watts, frequency response 50-18,000
Hz±3dB at 7^ i.p.s., signal to noise ratio better than 54dB at
7^ i.p.s. Tasteful Scandinavian styling with uniquecarryinghandle.
Send 49 gns. and you can enjoy the Eltra in your own home on 7 days approval
with full refund guarantee.
H.P. Terms arranged : send the full price and when you decide to keep the
Eltra we will refund two-thirds and you can then repay this over 12 months
to suit your budget.
TWO 1100ft. TAPES FREE
Yes! Two 1,200ft. tapes value £3.10.0 given free to all customers who
decide to keep the Eltra 1001 (this special free tape offer expires
February 28th, 1967).
To telesonic ltd., 92 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.l7^
I enclose 49 gns. ; please send me the Eltra 1001 on 7 days approval. I
Name
'
Address

There Is also the "Grampian" Parabolic Reflector. Where it is not possible to place a microphone close to the source of sound such as
when making recordings of bird songs, weddings,
car and train noises etc. the Parabolic Reflector
has been proved over and over again to be of
snormous value.

Grampian Reproducers Ltd.,
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex.
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• Member of the Oxford University Institute of
Experimental Psychology.

taken the drugs not only with a control group
who have not taken the drugs but also with a
group who think that they have been given the
drug but in fact have been given a harmless
THE possibility of sleep-learning has a
placebo. In some psychopharmacological
powerful fascination for the indolent and
experiments the placebo group have shown
the overworked alike. Can we really, as has
40% of the effect shown by those who actually
been claimed, achieve "92%—100% retentivity"
had taken the drug.
during the lost hours of our lives? Can we
In an analogous experiment on sleep-learning
emulate the American Post Office worker who
one group of subjects would be told that the
"memorised the names of 16,000 streets in his
material to be learnt would be played to them
sleep", or Art Linkletter, who "mastered
during sleep, whereas, in fact, no words, or
sufficient Mandarin Chinese after only ten
better still, a different set of words, would be
nights of study to enable him to converse
played to them. It might be found that their
freely in this language with the Vice-Consul of
day-time learning was as rapid as that of those
China during a television interview"?
students to whom the correct words had been
Sleep-learning, or hypnopaedia as its proplayed during the night.
ponents name it, is widely depicted both as new
Such an experiment, together with the
and as unquestionably demonstrated. It is
proper monitoring of the EEG to ensure
neither.
subjects were not awakening, seems never to
have been reported in the Western scientific
literature. Consequently there is no proof
that sleep learning can occur at all. Dr. Ian
LEARN
Oswald, one of Britain's leading medical
research workers in the field of sleep and now
Professor of Psychological Medicine at the
WHILE
University of Western Australia, has recently
SOME
expressed his complete scepticism.
CRITICAL
Can more primitive forms of learning occur
YOU
COMMENTS
during sleep? Krasnogorski, a pupil of the
great Russian physiologist Pavlov, reported in
I.
SLEEP?
By
1931 his failure to establish a conditioned
JOHN MOLLON* salivatory
reflex in a sleeping dog. Dr. D. G.
McDonald of the US Navy Neuropsychiatric
Experiments on the learning of material that students acquired sufficient English for Research Unit has recently been unsuccessful
such as the Morse Code during sleep were basic conversation.
in trying to condition, during even very light
conducted by the American military authorities
Research on sleep-learning in the USSR is sleep, the physiological responses of man to
during both First and Second World Wars, and particularly associated with the name of electric shock.
again during the fifties : all were inconclusive. Professor Bliznitchenko. In Bliznitchenko's
Even if there were any conclusive evidence
By the late forties, however, manufacturers of experiments, however, as in most other recent for the occurrence of sleep-learning, prosrecording equipment in the United States had reports, sleep-learning was combined with pective students might consider two further
already realised the considerable commercial day-lime study and it is consequently impos- points :
possibilities of 'sleep-learning' and a wide, and sible to determine whether repetition of the
First, even the most optimistic Russian
costly, range of equipment was soon offered to material during sleep is having any effect. In reports admit that all people are not equally
a gullible public. Whatever the evidence now, the Czechoslovakian experiment the nocturnal capable of sleep-learning; consequently it
it is quite certain that at that time there was no broadcasts were preceded by five hours of day- might be foolish to buy expensive equipment
experimental evidence whatsoever for the time teaching and the students were required to without prior experiment. The basic equipefficacy, or even the occurrence,of hypnopaedia. perform additional homework. Nor was there ment (in addition to a tape recorder), time
A few experimental results, some positive, any control to ensure that they did not awaken switch, pillow speaker, endless cassette and
most negative, appeared in the scientific during the night. Dr. V. Fried, lecturer in induction tape, will cost fourteen guineas or
literature of the early fifties, but some experi- English at the Charles University of Prague, more, and each instruction tape another three
ments lacked control groups and in none of has been reported (New Scientist, 24th Febru- or five guineas. At least one of the English
them was sufficient care taken to ensure that ary 1966) as considering that the daytime companies selling sleep-learning equipment
the subjects did not wake up while the tape was broadcasts in themselves were sufficient to has a hiring system, and it might be wise
being played to them. Then in 1956 Charles account fully for the students' progress.
initially to take advantage of this service.
Simon and William Emmons, two American
Even if students combining nocturnal
Secondly, it would be surprising if there
scientists working for the Rand Corporation in learning with daytime study do appear to were not an excellent reason why, in the course
collaboration with the USAF, published learn more rapidly than students performing of evolution, the brain has come to inhibit
details of a particularly careful and thorough only the same amount of daytime study, this is sensory input during sleep, and consequently
series of experiments in which the subject's no evidence at all for sleep-learning. The sleep- it might be extremely unwise to employ
electroencephalogram was monitored through- learning subjects may learn faster only because artificial means to break this resistance.
out the night. The electroencephalogram, or they have been persuaded that they will.
There is a growing belief among neurophysioEEG (see illustration), is a recording from
It is for this reason that experimental logists that dreaming serves an important
electrodes placed on the subject's scalp and may psychologists have an extreme distrust of function, possibly equivalent to the 'programme
be employed to determine his state of sleep. classroom research into educational methods. clearance' of a computer. Everyone normally
on new educational techniques dreams several times each night: a sleepSegment of EEG recorded from electrodes placed Experiments
are invariably successful simply because learning tape might well interfere with the
on the scalp over the occipital cortex, Illustrating
teachers and pupils alike are better motivated. normal cycle of sleep, and, since different
the 8-13 Hz 'alpha rhythm'. Simon and Emmons
In medical research into the effects of drugs it individuals show different patterns of sleep, it
took absence of alpha rhythm as evidence of
sleep. By courtesy of T. R. Watts.
is customary to compare the subjects who have is impossible for the home-user to ensure that
the tape is not playing during those periods of
rhombencephalic or paradoxical sleep during
which dreaming occurs.
Limited sleep-learning may be possible and
it may be innocuous, but it may be nothing
alpha nnrmu
ALPH* nffJHU
—I
L
more than an expensive humbug.
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No learning whatsoever was found of material
presented during sleep, whether or not the
items were repeated many times, and only very
slight and inefficient learning was found during
drowsiness.
More recent experiments have been reported
from Eastern Europe, and the Czechoslovakian
and Russian experimenters, together with Mr.
Geoffrey Stocker, President of the British Sleep
Learning Association, emphasise the necessity
of a 'conditioning' or 'induction' procedure,
which was lacking in the Simon and Emmons
experiments. The conditioning procedure is
said to awaken a "vigilant centre' in the sleeping
brain and thereby permit the assimilation of
material that otherwise would not be admitted.
In Czechoslovakia hypnopaedic broadcasts
were made weekly for ten weeks by a provincial
broadcasting station and it was initially claimed

THE Optacord 408 is one of a number of
machines imporled from West Germany
by Highgale Acoustics Ltd. It is by no means
chosen for this month's contribution as the
best of the range, but in response to frantic
queries from those who have been fortunate
enough to pick them up cheaply on the
second-hand market, and as an example of
one type of circuitry which we have so far
not had the chance of describing.
A field-trial of this model appeared in the
April 1966 issue of Tape Recorder. In this
brief operational write-up, David Kirk included the statement : " the 408 is no machine
for the home serviceman." His advice is not
without validity, for in this model as with all
the Optacord range, Loewe Opto have compressed quite a lot of mechanical gubbins in a
confined space. In addition, the electrical
system is a mass of interconnected wiring, with
relevant bits appearing in the most unexpected
places Patience is the keyword when tackling
the 408.
And tackle it we must, for a dealer is likely
to turn up his nose at a request for service,
or quote a charge that is meant to be a deterrent. The importers are not so keen on

supply, if this is around 220V, the output from
the power supply unit should also be around
6V. This is measured across C27 (see Fig. 1),
taking in the control circuit of Tr8 and the
zener diode in its base. This assembly is to
the right, viewing the base of the machine
with the battery compartment towards you.
Actually, the motor control circuit is so
efficient that changes in voltage from 4i to
7iV have been noted with little effect on
speed. The stroboscopic markings on the
upper rim of the flywheel, visible when the
plastic head cover is removed, are used for
factory checking, but our best method is with
a test-tape and audio generator. Long-term
tests, as with measured tape, etc., are not
much help with this kind of adjustment.
WORKSHOP METHOD
The method used in our workshop, which
may seem crude, is to play a 3kHz test-tape
through while listening to the 3kHz tone
from the audio generator fed to our bench
monitor. The discrepancy in speed is immediately apparent, and as the speed
approaches correct running, the beat note
effect becomes very obvious. (Mr. Tutchings

be adjusted by movement in its cradle, relative
to the two rim facings (flywheel and LH
turntable) on which its pulleys bear. To
check the current consumption, first unsolder
the connection to the right-hand of the five
tags on the motor panel mentioned above—
still with the machine in the inverted position,
battery compartment (rear) towards you. Insert a milliammeler capable of reading between
100 and, say, 500 mA. Exact range, of course,
depends on the meter, but always err on the
high side initially when taking current readings, to avoid the risk of wrapping the pointer
around its stop I
Refer now to fig. 2, accepting my apologies
for its surrealistic appearance. Slacken nut B
and move the motor axially until a current
reading of between 170 and 190mA is noted.
This is a minimum reading, and is for the
play or rewind function without tape. The
pulley contacting the L spool rim must be
firmly pushing, and to get this exactly right,
move the motor around on its centre-point
(pivot about A) before retightening B.
Next, to get the tape speed right, loosen
the screw A, taking care not to disturb the
other movements of the motor, and shift the

TAPE RECORDER SERVICE NO. 62 BY H. W. HELLYER

LOE Wl

having them back for repair, even from their
accredited agents. Moreover, to judge from
our own trade experiences, they have no
service engineers of their own, but have to
farm the work out—with the resultant increase
in costs. I may be wrong, and shall surely
be sat upon heavily (as usual) if I am.
VARIOUS MODES
Perhaps the most important single measurement in the servicing of the 408 is the motor
current consumption in the various operational modes. This gives the first clue to the
fault source if the trouble is mechanical—and
it usually is. The battery is a total of 6V,
from four cells, with the mains plug inserted
in its interior socket to complete the negative
circuit. When operated from the main

will probably have a seizure to read of this
bludgeon method, but we find it swift and
effective for bench work to normal limits.)
Speed of the motor of the 408 is determined
by regulation of the switching pulses, and
without an oscilloscope there is not. much
chance of checking whether these are indeed
zeroing completely, as they should. But, on
the other hand, the only parts of this circuit
likely to give any trouble are the 5/iF electrolytic,
C36 and the little diode Gir 2. Both these
are on the sub-panel between the battery
compartment and the motor itself.
Current consumption of the motor, with a
6V supply, should be as follows : With tape
—fast forward, 480mA ; rewind 500mA.
Without tape—play, 180mA ; fast forward,
350mA ; rewind, 200mA. Motor speed can
60

motor on its bearing to give precedence
towards either the flywheel or the spool
carrier. Moving the motor towards the
flywheel increases the speed. A little thought
shows that as the pulley approaches the
capstan it has to push along a shorter path for
each revolution of the flywheel relative to the
constant revs of the motor.
SIGN OF SKIDDING
To check that the pressures are correct,
switch to play and stop the flywheel by hand
—this should stop the motor. If it does not,
and if there is the least sign of skidding,
beware ! The outcome is usually an uneven
facing on the flywheel rim and either a knock
or a wow. Switching to rewind and halting
(continued on page 62)
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the left turntable by hand should similarly
stop the motor instantly.
If there is still too much thrust after the above
adjustments are made, we must check that the
motor is being correctly positioned by the
action of the selector mechanism—and here
is the bugbear. The large hooked rod E is
connected to the motor housing at one end
and rests, supported by its spring S, just
behind the selector keys. It is absolutely vital
that this spring does not foul any other part
of the mechanism, and if there is any need to
adjust it, take the utmost care not to overdo
any bending or twisting, for the complete
driving operation of the machine depends on
the rocking action imparted to rod E by the
opposing torsions of the ends of this coiled
spring. The chap who dreamt up this system
should have had a medal. It is even more
delicate than the Luxor's hairpin springs,
though it looks quite a solid piece of ironmongery.
The screw D in fig. 2 is slackened slightly,
and the hooked rod E can be moved in relation
to the motor so that there is about a halfmillimetre clearance between each motor
pulley and its relevant driven surface when
the mechanism is in the neutral position.
The nut D can be used as a fine height control,
in conjunction with the last adjustment,
taking care when retightening not to disturb
the overall positioning. This is really the
secret of L-O adjustments; patience and
careful relocking.
Brakes are simple rim types, actuated by a
cranked rod which passes under rod E, its
control key end hooked into a grommet and
the outer end pulling the brakes on when the
stop key is depressed. As the brake lever is
pivoted at the left side, there is a tendency
for the reservoir spool to brake slightly ahead
of the other, but care should be taken not to
overdo this, or spillage will occur when
stopping from fast rewind.
The right-hand turntable is driven by a
clutch mechanism, with the lower drum
coupled to the flywheel by a triangular section
belt. There has been no tendency for this
belt to stretch, which is just as well, for replacement entails some sleight of hand. The
torque is also adjustable, this lime by a fine
screw through an aperture in the side of the

R

upper section of the drum, shown dotted at
J in fig. 2. Only a very small movement is
needed here—slacken off loo much and you
will be faced with the unpleasant task of
dismantling to refit the fine-threaded screw.
A quarter turn anti-clockwise to reduce
snatch or a similar amount clockwise to ensure
smooth pull-away with a full spool on the
left and the leader threaded and turned on by
hand to the right, should be quite enough—
unless the gremlins have got at this point also.
There should be little need to outline
azimuth adjustment and pinch-roller pressure
adjustments, as these screws are quite obvious,
and their action plain to see. But there is an
additional adjustment affecting the pressure
arm movement, and this is underneath. Just
beneath the spring S (view with machine
inverted as in fig. 2) there is a rod and an
adjustable conical roller. The position of this
latter is very important for the inward throw
of the pressure arm. As the flywheel spindle
is quite fine, over-tensioning will tend to make
the tape run up or down—a fault which can
also occur when take-up spools snatch too
fiercely.
Other factors affecting tape transport arc
the left-hand guide and the auxiliary pressure
pad that contacts the erase head. Watch out
for trapped particles of oxide in the former,
especially in the angle between upright face
and top. and also for hardening of the latter.
A final mechanical point to look out for is
the action of the record/play switch, which
has a lever coupling from the interlocked
keys, and whose action is easily affected by
slackness in the fixing of the circuit board.
If the machine has been dismantled, there
may be a chance of cables having been trapped
beneath this lever; the small harness from
the volume control runs under here, and as
the action at the switch end is a kind of angled
key, small variations at the bottom are quite
enough to throw out the switching travel at
the top. Again, fast winding is effected by
putting the motor directly across the supply,
open-circuiting the control from TrIO, and
this is done by a microswitch, mounted near
the volume control, and actuated by a pad
on the arm which is controlled by yet another
rod. Before making mechanical adjustment
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to regain fast wind, if this is the fault condition,
make sure this microswitch is changing over
and the motor receiving its supply.
The oscillator, Tr7, provides 80V, measured
at the bias trimmer (oscillator side) at a
frequency of 55kHz. A valve-voltmeter is
needed for this measurement, although some
indication will be obtained with a fairly good
AC meter, if this is all that is available, and
the adjustment resistor for oscillator amplitude, R49, is to be found right at the opposite
end of the board from the volume control,
near Tr7, which is the upper of the three
transistors at this end. The bias adjustment
capacitor, C3, is on the upper board, with the
head mounting assembly, and is simply adjusted
for best output and minimum distortion when
recording—which is, of course, a compromise.
Near R49 are other variable resistors, the
two nearest the loudspeaker being used to
control the meter reading. The lower, R48,
adjusts for correct recording level indication,
the needle being set to lie on the red/black
division when a reading of IV RMS is obtained
at the collector of Tr4 with an input signal
at 1kHz. The upper of this pair, R47,
adjusts for battery state indication, the needle
lying in the same position when there is 5V
between the motor drive terminals on playback.
The other variable resistor, towards the
top of the same end of the board, is R46, used
to set the collector current of the push-pull
output stage by regulating the base voltage.
With no signal, check that there is between
5 and lOmV across the common-emitter
resistor R29 and adjust R46 for balance.
This is easy with an oscilloscope and a 1kHz
input, when the adjustment can be made by
scoping the two sections of the output transformer. But an aural test can be made by
slightly varying R46 and making a series of
tests with increasing input until overload
conditions are reached, when the position
giving least distortion will be the correct
setting.
LI, the coil on the head panel, is a trap to
eliminate interference from the oscillator, and
should not be touched. With the gain control
at full volume and no input, the signal
measured at Tr4 collector should be less than
300mV. Combined with the correct bias
setting and correct battery voltage and motor
regulation, the signal-to-noise ratio should
then be 42dB for a dynamic range of 46dB.
There may be some confusion over the
input loading, as with many other transistorised machines. David Kirk noted that
"recordings made through the high level
socket suggested that the 408 was less suited
to music than speech". This was probably
due to a misunderstanding, as the single
socket is an input/output device, permitting
no mixing of microphone and radio signals.
{My turn to be sal on !—D.K.) The terminal
3 is an output terminal—although it is a fact
that a strong signal between pins 2 and 3 will
produce a recording, via the capacitative
coupling across the socket. The way to feed
a radio or gram input to the machine is via a
splitter attentualor of about 10 to 15k in
series with pin 1 and 100 ohms across the
input, between pins 1 and 2. This knocks a
20mV signal down to the required 2mV. A
greater signal will need greater scries attenuation, with perhaps a small shunt to restore
any lost treble.

EAST PERU RECENTLY entered the tape recorder market with their All-Purpose 101
model, which can be purchased in this country from any reputable profiteer. Bought in
Britain, it costs £24. but orders may bo sent direct to Peru, accompanied by a postal order
for £22 18s., or 61b. of salt, eight boxes of safety matches, an assortment of beads and/or
three rods of best fissionable material. As the name implies, this model will do everything
you expect of a tape recorder—namely make reasonable quality sound recordings. For the
other 100 tasks, a few optional extras are required. These cost a mere £310 7s. Old. or, if
buying direct, one reasonably sturdy female. To see if It was worth the price, the following
tests were carried out;

N«|
mm
"1*^7
2Wj3l.-7-li

^ r

*
The hair-cutting attachments proved a trifle bulky for their purpose, but were found
well-suited to general field work. Do not fall into the trap of switching from PLAY to
FAST-FORWARD, however, since although the resultant 80 mph operating speed made
short work of the grass, it was positively distressing to be entangled in the cutters when the
brakes were applied.

m

KM

In the kitchen, the recorder was
extremely useful. Some care was
needed In using the knife sharpener,
as it cut the pinch wheel into ribbons.
My chemically-activated servoassisted vertical-styled integrated
domestic assistant—Mrs. Anscomb
—found the mechanism invaluable
but considered the tape heads a
superfluity.

th©
all-purpose

101
MtV.
The wood-turning attachment was
not entirely satisfactory, due to a
certain lack of rotary torque. Our
handywoman made good use of it,
however, In turning the finishing
touches for multi-storey wedding
cakes. This left a nasty taste In the
mouth.

5

Revolving back-brushes, the exclusive roller towel, and recordings from
the Bath Festival, removed the grime
of a six-month field-test before you
could say B.O.
Taking into consideration the price
of the attachments, the present
economic situation in Peru, profits
from the sale of wedding cakes, an
editorial fee for mowing the Link
House car-park, and the otherwise
high cost of a new engine for our
Mini, we find the recorder well
worth reviewing.
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t 5. d.
Fidelity Playtime
3222
TKI
3558
IS 8
3224
Vanguard
21 14
EL35S6
MAINS 2-TRACK
8 IS
3220
TKI 20
823
18 18
5/3
25 18
Brenell Mk. 5/3 'M' ... 32 11I 0
6631 ...
33 5 0
:crrosrip
errojrapK Arnn„-- "/l 0 0
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Special
Offer!
AKAI STI
4-TRACK
STERE0/M0N0

* INTEREST FREE H.P. TERMS
Part-exchanges.
Of n Saturday 6 p.m.
Friday 6.30 p.m. If unable to c I write for brochures
2 built-in speakers. 2 VU meters. 2 speeds—71;
and 3J IPS. 6-watts stereo output. Sound-onsound. Auto-stop vertical or horizontal use. New
(demonstration models) supplied complete with
7in. tape, instructions and maker's 12 month
guarantee Originally listed at ||2 GNS.
OUR PRICE 74 GNS.
Deposit £26, 12 monthly payments of £4 6s. 2d.
(DEPT. R) 186-188 WEST END LANE,
WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON NW6
Tdephcn:: SWI 4977
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stereo mono
STEREO/MONO
Philips EL33I2
Sony TC250A
Philips EL3555
Akai 1710
Sony TC260
Tandbcrg Series 12
Truvox PDI04
Beocord 1500 ...
Revox 736
Beocord 2000K De Luxe
Bcocord 2000T De Luxe
Akai X-350
Akai X-355
BATTERY
Philips EL330I ...
Telefunken 301 4-T
Akai X-4 Sccrco
Uher 4000L

12 Monlhl/ Cosh
Poymen's Price
C s. d. Gns.
Ml 6 27
2 0 10 35
2 4 4
2 9 0
2 114
3 8 10 S»
3 12 4 62
I 9 2
4 6 4
5 8 6
51010
5 10 10
7 0 0

25
293
54
74
93
95
95
120

CO

16 16
19 19
5 0
27 13
33 19
36 IS
36 15
36 15
44 9
Jl15
M 'I
990
18 18 0
34 13 0
36 I 0

3 6 6
4 7 6
4 12
13
6
7
7
7
II
13
I
3
5
6

2
8
5
10
I
17
II
3
IS
0

6
2
10
6
8
9
6
0
6
2

48
57
75
79
97
105
I0S
105
127
125
129
190
239
27
54
99
103

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR
FRANCIS

OF

TAPE and HI-FI
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS
ytr Minimum Deposit
•fa No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months
•fc Free Service during Guarantee Period
• MICROPHONES.MIXERS
HI-FI DEPT.
Hammond condenser M.I00 29 gns.
Grampian Reflector
... £6.10.0
# STEREO AND MONO
Grampian Ribbon ...
£11.10.0
AMPLIFIERS
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic... £8.5.0
Quad Pye Rogers Cadet Mk.lll
Reslo Ribbon
£12.2.0
Leak Armstrong Tripletone
A KG D.I 19
£20.0.0
Scott B & O Truvox
AKG D.I4S
£10.0.0
S TUNERS
AKG D.I9C
£17.10.0
uad Rogers Pye Leak
Eagle Mixer ... ... ... 3 gns.
Armstrong B & O Tripletone
Grundig Mixer Stereo ... 18 gns.
AKG K.50 Headphones ... £7.10.0
# LOUDSPEAKERS
Philips Pre-amp
£6.10.0
Quad Pyo Rogers W.B. Kef
WharfedaleGoodmansTannoy
Also microphones by
Lowther Leak Elac Truvox
ACOS, FILM INDUSTRIES.
Ditton B & O SHB Tandberg
TELEFUNKEN. BEYER, etc.
# MOTORS, PICKUPS
GARRARD incl. Thorcns
• TAPES 8c ACCESSORIES
SP.25 401, etc. Tannoy
Standard, Long, Double, Triple Play
Goldring
Shure
in all sizes by ail leading makers.
Connoisseur Ronette
DECCA incl. Sonotone
A DEFLUXERS BY WEARITE,
ffss Mk. Ill
B&O
WALGAIN
etc. SME Mk. II
# Pre-recorded tapes by Columbia,
ADC BSR
H.M.V. and all E.M.I. Labels, Crown,
Pickering
Phonoband Eagle, etc.
Acos
Transcriptor
All
types
of
Diamond
and Sapphire
Bib, Bond and E.M.I, splicers. Matching
styli, stereo and mono. Microlifts.
transformers. Plugs, sockets, etc.
Garrard,
Goldring
and
Acos Pressure
Prices subject to alteration as announced
Gauges. Disc Preencr. Acos Dust
by manufacturers.
Bug. Cabinets by Record Housing,
STANDS AND BOOMS OF ALL
Clearvicw and G.K.D.
TYPES

STREATHAM
MAINS TAPE RECORDERS
•Ampex 800 Series ...
£127.10.0
*Ampex 1100 Series
£149.10.0
•Akai 1710
79 gns.
•Akai X-300
190 gns.
•Akai 910
62 |
•Akai M.8 Stereo
136 j
•Akai 355 Stereo
239 |
•Beocord 2000 dc luxe
•Beocord 1500 dc luxe
•Beocord 1000
•Brenell STB2
•Brenell Mk. 5/M Series III 93 gns.
•Brenell Mk. 5 Series III ... 74 gns.
Elizabethan LZ34 ... ... 34 gns.
Elizabethan LZ32
32 gns.
Ferguson 3218
34 gns.
Ferguson 3222
... ... 35 gns.
Ferguson 3216
... ... 49 gns.
•Ferrograph 631 ... ... 95 gns.
•Ferrograph 632 Stereo ...126 gns.
Ferrograph 633 ... ... 120 gns.
Grundig TK400 2sp 4 Tr. ... 47 gns.
Grundig TKI7L
43 gns.
Grundig TKI4L
37 gns.
Grundig TKI8L
39 gns.
Grundig 23L Auto
49 gns.
Grundig TKI40
38 gns.
Grundig TKI20
29J gns.
Philips 3556
62 gns.
Philips 3558
42 gns.
Philips 3553
36 gns.
Philips 2 Tr. Auto 3552 ... 24 gns.
•Revox 736
127 gns.
Sony 250A Deck & Pre-amp 57 gns.
Sony TC 260
97 gns.
Sony 200 ... ... ... 72 gns.
Stella 463
39 gns.
•Tandberg Series 6 ... ... 110 gns.
•Tandberg Series 12
... 105 gns.
•Tandberg Series 8 2 Tr. ... 54 gns.

•Tandbcrg
9...
•Telefunken
Telefunken 1
ns
•Telefunken I Stereo
Telefunken 203
Telefunken 201
Truvox R.40 ...
76 (
Truvox RI02
79 t
Truvox RI04
•Truvox PD102
93 i
•Truvox PD104 Stereo
Uher Hi-Fi special ...
lt»|nL
•Uher 724
'!nS'
•Uher Royal ...
•Vortexion WVA 3-speed
•Vortexion WVB 3-speed. £115.10
•Vortexion CBL Stereo . £172.0.0
Wyndsor Vanguard
59 gns.
_
BATTERY PORTABLES
Akai X-IV 4 Tr. Stereo
131 gns.
73 gns.
Grundig TK6L
39i gns.
Grundig C.100
Grundig EN3 Notebook . 23 gns.
51 gns.
Loewe Opta 416
39 gns.
Loewe Opta 408
39 gns.
Loewe Opta Cassette
27 gns.
Philips EL330I
27 gns.
Philips 3586 ...
27 gns.
Stella 472
22 gns.
Sanyo Auto
36 gns.
Sanyo Batt/Mains ...
49 gns.
Telefunken 300
Telefunken 301
54 gns.
103 gns.
•Van der Molen VR4
59 gns.
•Van der Molen VR7
39 gns.
•Microphone extro
MAINS POWER PACKS
Philips, Stella or Cossor ... £5.12.0
Telefunken 300 with cell ... £15.17.0
Uher 4000, with cell
... 16 gns.
Tope to disc and copy service.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6
*^iue!ZX&,%u,ch
STReatham 0466/0192
Please note this is our only address
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00 far in this series we have been mainly
ij concerned with the internal economy of
tape recorders. Although this kind of knowledge is important if you wish to get the best
out of your machine, we should remember
that the main reason for your buying a recorder
was to use it, rather than study it. Now, what
can you use it for?
The answer to that question is: pretty well
anything within reason, certainly more than
for casual recordings of radio programmes or
conversations. It can be used for dramatic
productions, for self-inslruction, not only in
music or singing but in languages and all
manner of subjects, and it is an invaluable tool
for the writer. Then there is the fascinating
and at times fantastically difficult hobby of
recording bird songs and animal noises.
These are just a few of the uses to which
your tape recorder can be put. There is
certainly no excuse for playing about with it
for a few weeks and then relegating it to a
cupboard for most of the year. Because this
fate overtakes so many of the tape recorders
that are given as Christmas presents, now is
the time to dedicate an article to those readers
who have been given their first tape recorder
and are wondering what to do about it after
having their first encounter with that disconcerting entity, the microphone.
Now a microphone is an excellent device for
curing talkativeness. All the ideas that were
bubbling up in your mind seem to evaporate
as soon as you come within yards of it. it is
not quite so terrifying as a live audience or a
class of students determined to ferret out the
weak points of a new lecturer, but just to
speak into a microphone is far more difficult
than you would imagine if you have never
tried it.
PRIVATE ATTEMPT
It pays, therefore, to make your first attempts
in private. Then you can correct your mistakes
while you gain competence in controlling the
machine. In this way you will develop your
histrionic and your recording ability
simultaneously.
Let us assume that your first tape recorder
is gleaming before you in all the awesome
perfection of newness. It could be of any
type, but we will say that it is a transistorised
portable with push-button controls and not

too complicated in design or fantastically
expensive. The Telefunken 301 is typical of
many recorders that come under this heading.
This particular recorder has a frequency
range of 40Hz to 14kHz, a playing time of
up to three hours on one tape, and operates
from a mains unit or batteries. Many makers
produce comparable models, all of which are
ideal for beginners because they virtually
operate themselves. The loudspeakers in tape
recorders of this class are adequate for checking your work, but they are on the small side.
To do a good recording justice a larger,
external loudspeaker is usually preferable.
This is no problem, because most recorders
have sockets which enable you to make
immediate connection to an external loudspeaker, another amplifier, or the gramophone
pickup socket on your radio receiver. The
loudspeaker is always the weakest link in a
sound-reproducing chain, so, however you
go about it, remember that the best tape
recorder in the world will not give first-class
sound unless you provide it with a first-class
speaker to work into.
THOROUGHLY ACQUAINTED
But for the time being you will not be
unduly concerned with the finer points of
sound quality. Your first task is to become
thoroughly acquainted with the machine, and
the best way to go about this is to read to it.
What to read ? Well, why not its instruction
manual ? By adopting this approach you will
not only build up confidence in handling the
controls, but you will become thoroughly
familiar with all the advice given by the
manufacturer.
Whatever the make of your machine, it
will have some or all of the following : Record
control, replay control, rewind control,
forward wind control, instantaneous stop,
tone control, pause control, tape speed
control, track selector, recording level control,
recording level indicator, tape position indicator, on/off switch.
Quite possibly there will be other controls,
but these are enough to keep your mind
occupied at first. If there are others, set
them to the positions recommended by the
maker and forget about them. The word
'control* may mean switch, knob or pushbutton, according to the make of your recorder.
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To make your first recording, sit comfortably at a table—which should carry nothing
but the microphone and the manual from
which you are reading. Use a thick tablecloth or, better still, a sheet of foam rubber
to reduce sound reflections from the table.
Your beautiful new tape recorder should be
consigned to a chair beside you. If it is too
close to the microphone and the volume control
is up you may get 'feedback'—a ringing at the
end of each syllable or even a howl.
Plug in the microphone and put it on the
table so that it is about I Sin. from your lips.
Set the tone or equalizer control to the position
recommended for speech and the recording
level control to mid-range. You will, of course,
have already laced up the tape in accordance
with the manufacturer's instructions. Now
zero the taps position indicator, press the
record button and begin to read into the
microphone, not over it or under it or to one
side of it. Above all, avoid the common
beginner's mistake of holding the script in
front of you and trying to read into it. Treat
the microphone as a person to whom you are
talking and all will be well.
While you are reading, keep an eye on the
recording level indicator. With the microphone on the table and the recorder on a
chair beside you, this is not so easy as it may
sound. Very probably you will have to carry
out a little repositioning before you can
manage it. Still reading directly into the
microphone, adjust the recording level control
until the meter just fails to reach the overload
mark or the magic-eye just fails to close
during the loudest passages of your voice.
When you are satisfied that the recording level
is correctly adjusted, press the instantaneous
stop button.
BIRD'S-NEST OF TAPE
This stop button is an important control
because it does exactly what its name implies
—stops the tape dead in its tracks. On some
recorders, if you switched off during record
or replay the spools would continue to
rotate for a little while and you would create
a bird's-nest of spilled tape. So if yours has
a separate on/off switch, always press the stop
button before switching off.
Having adjusted the recording level control,
(continued on page 75)

TO a practising audio engineer, one
question that crops up with predictable
regularity is : how can one match a crystal
microphone to a transistor amplifier or the
microphone input of a transistor tape recorder?
Attempts to do this are described, and it is
quite obvious from the results that there is
severe frequency distortion, a heavy loss of
bass and a preponderance of 'top'. The short
and not-so-sweet answer is that if one has the
highest fidelity as the ultimate aim, then it just
cannot be done with 100% satisfaction.
The two devices are greatly incompatible.
One, the microphone, is a voltage generator
of high source impedance, and a very high
terminating load resistance is always essential
if optimum performance is to be realised. The
transistor, on the other hand, is a current
amplifier and to achieve optimum performance
in terms of gain and signal-to-noise ratio, the
input must see a low source impedance.
To put this into figures, taking the microphone first, most crystal microphones are the
electrical equivalent of a capacitor with a
value in the region of ICCOpF. Connected to a

typical valve stage with a grid resistor R
shunting the input, the combination appears as
a voltage divider (fig. la). Readers with a
knowledge of AC theory will know that the
AC resistance, or more correctly the reactance,
of a capacitor is inversely proportional to
frequency ; so to find the generator impedance
of the microphone we have to do a little
arithmetic. As a fair approximation, the
reactance of a capacitor in megohms is 159,CCO
divided by frequency-limes-capacitance (the
latter in pico-farads, abbreviated to pF). Our
particular microphone has a capacitance of
ICCOpF, and so at 40Hz, which we will regard
as the lowest frequency of interest, the reactance is 4M—or near enough, anyway. Since
the inductive and resistive components are
negligible, we can regard this value as the
generator impedance of the microphone.
At 40Hz, the signal across the terminating
resistor has dropped by 3dB, and continues to
fall below this frequency by 6dB per octave.
Above this frequency, the linearity of the
response will cease to be dependant upon the
terminating conditions. If the grid resistor

commonly used configuration is that described
as a grounded emitter, which might have a
typical input resistance of a few thousand
ohms—we will say, for the sake of explanation,
4K. Using our little formula again, we find
the turnover point is in the supersonic region
of 40kHz I Clearly, the sound reproduction
from such a set-up would be very odd.
Hear we come to the crux of the problem, of
bringing together these two seemingly inccmpatable devices. One must again remind
the reader that for a complete answer to the
problem, we must wait a little longer for the
new semiconductors—the field-effect and MOS
transistors. But this does not mean that for
medium-fi applications a compromise solution
is not possible, It is entirely practicable, by
means of seme fairly sophisticated feedback
techniques, to match a crystal microphone to a
transistor stage, and whilst the principal defect
will be a signal-to-noise ratio less than that
possible with a valve input stage, the frequency response can be preserved down to
4CHz or better. So allcwirg for this drawback
—a minor one in many instances—the ultimate
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were appreciably lower in value, the point in
the frequency scale at which the response would
turn-over would be much higher (e.g. a value
of 400K would result in a turnover of —3dB at
400Hz) and the sound reproduced by the
microphone would be distinctly thin and
lacking in bass. So it can be seen from this
explanation that, to achieve a linear response
from a crystal microphone fed into a valve
stage, the grid resistor or the load seen by the
microphone should be a value in the Megohm
region—in fact, values of 2-5M are quite
common
Now, let us examine the same condition
with a typical transistor input stage. The most

fidelity will be dependent upon the microphone used.
Now, how can we do this ? Go back to the
valve input stage again. Suppose, for example,
the input resistance was 400K and it was
inherent in the design of the tape recorder and
that, therefore, nothing could be done about it.
There are two solutions to this problem. We
could connect a resistor in series with the
input to raise the total value to 4M (fig. lb).
Matching conditions are thus satisfied and the
response is preserved down to 40Hz—at the
expense of a considerable loss of signal in the
series resistor. But a superior way, often
overlooked, is to lower the source impedance
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of the microphone artificially, by shunting it
with a fixed capacitor—and in our example, a
value of O.lnF will do nicely (fig. Ic). Now
the total capacitance 'seen' by the input is ten
times as high and 400K is optimum, with the
response maintained down to 40Hz. This
method has one great advantage : the signalto-noise ratio is more easily preserved, since
the combination is actually less susceptible to
hum pick-up.
We are now coming to the approach we can
adopt in matching the microphone to even
lower input resistances, such as a transistor
input stage. But first, we must mention the
technique usually employed. It is certainly
possible by using the grounded-collector
configuration to simulate input resistances in
the order of a few million ohms and so doing,
to satisfy the termination requirements of the
microphone. But the conditions for the best
signal/noise ratio are far from optimum,
since the transistor sees a very high source
impedance over most of the audio band and
simply amplifies its own noise—usually equal
to a substantial fraction of the minute signal

dilemma, and in essence this is a method of signal current is fed into the base of the
simulating the shunt capacitor without using transistor where it is needed. The outcome is a
the very high value needed with the low input considerable improvement in the signal-toresistance of the transistor stage, a methcd noise ratio and, whilst not ideal, is substantially
frequently overlooked by contributors on this superior to any other method. The noise
topic and first employed in a practical design generated is 'weighted'—that is, is progressively
by A. R. Bailey in Wireless World, October reduced in direct proportion to frequency. The
maximum noise level is at the very low fre1963.
A grounded-emitter stage is used, with a very quency end and, subjectively, of much less
high degree of parallel negative feedback from nuisance value ; by suitable choice of tranthe collector to the base of the transistor. If sistor it can be kept to quite a low figure.
And so, to a practical design (fig. 3). We
the feedback is via a resistor, then the simulated input resistance is, vexy roughly, the value know that transistors generate the least noise
of that resistor divided by the gain of the for low values of emitter current (le) and it so
stage and in parallel with the input resistance happens that the input resistance is related to
before feedback was applied. Now, this is a the emitter current, to the approximate
gross over-simplification of the principle formula 25 x beta
involved and for those who wish for a more
le
accurate explanation there are a number of In practice, using a silicon-planar type, run
excellent textbooks on feedback analysis. at a few microamps, an input resistance of
This sketchy dcscripticn is cnly intended as an 10-15K is abeut as high a value as can be
intrcducticn to the final recctr,mended circuit. attained, since the beta of any transistor also
To continue—if our feedback 'resistor* is falls with low values of le. To obtain the
altered to a purely reactive ccmponent, we maximum overall gain a high value of collector
now have a Miller feedback amplifier. Assum- load is used and its effective value increased
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for
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Microphones
current from the microphone. On the other
hand, we could use one of the two techniques
mentioned earlier with the valve input stage,
that of shunting the microphone with a large
capacitor or inserting a large series resistor. In
both cases, however, the insertion loss introduced (or the amount of signal that has to be
thrown away to achieve correct matching) is
quite prohibitive.
Fortunately, there is a way out of this

ing the feedback element is a capacitor, the
input resistance is shunted by a capacitive
reactance, the value of which is that of the
feedback capacitor multiplied by the gain of
the stage (fig. 2). So here we have a novel
method of simulating the high shunt capacitor
needed, but with the vital difference that
whereas, before, the high shunt capacitor
played a passive role in the circuit and resulted
in a high insertion loss, a greater amount of
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even more by the technique of 'bootstrapping';
the result is a total voltage gain in excess of
500 times. This closely integrated circuit
includes an emitter-follower output stage with
its attendant low output impedance.
Whilst the final circuit has virtually no
voltage gain due to nearly 100% feedback, it
still has high overall power gain and one can
cormect it via quite a long cable to another
transistor input (with gain) or even a suitablestep-up transformer without degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio. With this design any
crystal microphone will give satisfactory
reproduction down to 40Hz at least, with thehigh output microphones giving the best
signal-to-noisc ratio. It might be added that thispreamp design can be used equally well not
only with crystal pickups that rely on high,
input impedance operation to achieve self
equalisation of the record curve, but with low
impedance microphones, e.g. ribbon, movingcoil, etc., up to IK output impedance. In the
latter instance no alteration to the circuit isrequired and the full gain of 500 times is
available.
Note. Printed circuit boards and components for
the transistor preamplifier are available from
Walsall Timing Developments Ltd., 981 Lichfield
Street, Walsall, Staffs. Cost of the board is
3s. 6d. (plus Is. U.K. postage). Details of
component prices will be advised to customers
individually.
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K. J. ENTERPRISES
BRITAIN'S PREMIER MAIL-ORDER
RECORDING TAPE SPECIALISTS
IMMEDIATE 24 HOUR SERVICE ON ADVERTISED LINES
SEND TODAY AND SAVE I
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NEW AMAZING OFFER!

•

AGFA TAPE-HALF PRICE!
Brand New. Premium Grade. Polyester Base Tape from this famous manufacturer.
Boxed with full leader, stop foil and polythene sealed at this oxcepcionally attractive
1200' on T reel. Normally 35/-. OUR PRICE 19/6. P. & P. 2/- single reels. Three
reels for 55/6 post free. Six reels for IOi/- post free.
Cut out this coupon if you are
seeking the highest possible results in stereo (and mono) tape
recording*. It will bring you full
details of the Revox.

GRUNDIG tape 40% off
Brand new, fully guaranteed. Premium Grade Magnetic Tape. Complete with the
specially designed Grundig Tape Stcragc Container. Full leader and stop foil at
both ends, and suitable for use with all makes of tape-recorder.
DON'T MISS THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY. SEND NOW!
TYPE
DESCRIPTION
LIST PRICE
ONE
THREE
SIX
GLIB
1800'L/P 7" reel
SO/29/6
86/165/GLIS
1200'L/P Si* reel
35/22/6
65/125/GSI5
900'S/P SI" reel
23/6
17/49/93/Pose and Packing 2/- for single reels. OTHERWISE POST FREE!

rs
ILFORD TAPE near HALF PRICE
A bulk purchase of premium grade, top quality POLYESTER MAGNETIC TAPE from
one of th j w jrl J's fora.n 5$t expsrts in film coating technology. With FULL LEADER
stop foil. Polythene wrapping, and in original manufacturer's boxes. Available in
long-play base only at these BARGAIN PRICES!
ONE THREE SIX
900'on 5'reel. List price 28/16/6
48/90/1203'on Sj" reel. List price 35/22/6
65/- 125/1800'on 7'reel. List price 50/28/6
84/- 160/Please aid 2/- p. & p. for single reels. OTHERWISE POST FREE!

#
4

k

*

TRIPLE PLAY TAPE-HALF PRICE!
A large purchase from a "shy" world renowned manufacturer enables us to make
this unique half-price offer. Brand new. fully guaranteed, premium grade Polyester
Base Tapa with FULL LEADER and stop foil. In original maker's boxes and polythene
wrappad at these EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES,
LIST PRICE
ONE
THREE
SIX
450' on 3* reel
22/12/35/66/60y on 3r reel
27/6
14/6
42/6
82/6
900'on 4" reel
39/20/6
60/117/1,800'on 5" reel
66/34/101/198/2,400'on SJ" reel
90/46/137/270/Post and Packing 21: ORDERS OVER £3 POST FREE

Rcvox G36 2 or 4 (rack 127 gns cased shown using 10i' NAB <pools.
This is a no-nonsense thoroughbred—a professional tape recorder made to the highest standards
of Swiss precision engineering. It
will record and playback without
perceptible change — the response is more linear, has less
distortion than all competitors
up to two or three times the price.
If you're really interested please
write for more details - they're
free although the recorder costs
127 gns. Post your coupon to
Revox
U.K. Sales & Service
90 High St. Eton,
W
Hammond
Windsor, Berks.
* Confirmed by all reviews and users.

SCOTCH

MAG NETIC TAPE

AT NEARLY HALF-PRICE!
Over 3.0D0 REELS of top quality MAGNETIC TAPE, double coated, SCOTCH
made to the best possible specification and intended for the electronic
■ v■
industry. This type of tape is rarely, if ever, offered for domestic consumption and
is unobtainable elsewhere.
THIS UNREPEATABLE OFFER REMAINS OPEN ONLY WHILE
STOCKS LAST! DON'T DELAY—SEND NOW!
SCOTCH (150 O/C) Polyester L/P. 900' on 7" reel. ONLY I5f. 6d., p. & p. 2s. Od.
Three reels for 45s., post free ; six reels for 84s., post free. Boxed, add Is. per reel.
Can be supplied on SJ" reels at special request.
Don't forget our other ACCESSORY BARGAINS!
Tape Head Demagnetizer, essential for any enthusiast! Ready for immediate use.
Fully guaranteed. Worth 50/Only 27/6 P.&P. 1/6
Tape Splicer, fully auto., no razor blades. Worth 32/6
Only 16/6 P.&P. 1/6
Gevaert Tape 600' 5i' reel (boxed)
10/6 (p.p. 1/6)
or 3 for 30/- Post free
International Polyester Tape, 2,400' 7' reel (boxed)
Only 25/- P.&P. 2/Boxed 81" Zonal Reels
3 for 15/- Post free
Professional Bulk Eraser taking up to 10' reels and finished in chrome and grey
enamel
Only 99/6 P.&P. 5/6
SEND FOR LISTS OF OTHER TAPE AND HI-FI BARGAINS
K. J. ENTERPRISES. (Dept. TR), 7 MASONS AVENUE, WEALDST0NE,
MIDDLESEX (OPPOSITE MARROW i WEALDSTONE STATION)
HARROW 03BS (CLOSED P.M. WED. i SAT.) REFUND GUARANTEE
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IN the majority of battery models the first
transistor stage is followed by the 'volume
control" which, in the recording position,
doutles as recording level control. , This
means that on playback all the available head
signal can be applied to the input of the
transistor, the required level being set after
amplification, at the output of the first stage.
The playback noise performance is optimised
by this technique, especially if the head is
matched to the input for the best signal-tonoise ratio.
The same principle is adopted so far as the
low-level microphone signal is concerned,
when the machine is switched for recording.
The microphone signal is pretty well the
lowest level signal that will ever be applied
for recording, so the plan of the designer is
to get as much of this signal as possible into
the first transistor. When this is achieved,
the recording signal-to-noise ratio is optimised.
The input impedance of a transistor in the
common-emitter mode is low-to-medium impedance, as we have already seen. This allows
the direct connection of a low-to-medium
impedance microphone. However, it is
possible to increase the input impedance
somewhat by applying local negative feedback
to the first stage, making It possible then to
use a medium-to-high impedance microphone,
still having the noise performance requirement
in mind.
The same idea is applied to the head on
playback, and in some machines the feedback
is changed between the two actions (recording
and playback) to secure the best noise per-

this magazine have indicated how microphones may be matched to recorders for the
best results and how their signals can be
'boosted' by low-level transistor amplifiers.
Unfortunately, many enthusiasts trying out
these ideas have been pestered with noise,
and while there has been a signal increase the
value of this has been countered by an almost
equal increase in noise signal. At this stage,
therefore, a brief look at the signal-lo-noise
ratio problem would not be amiss.
Any electrical conductor has, developed
across it, a "noise signal' owing to the random
movement of current carriers therein. This
noise signal is in addition to any audio signal,
which causes the current carriers to move in a
controlled manner. Thus, if we have a source
impedance across which a signal voltage is
developed there is also a noise signal developed
across the impedance.
Noise signals also occur across transistor junctions, resistors and other components of an amplifier stage, the net result
of which is a significant noise signal along
with the real signal across the output load of
the amplifier. One way of looking at signalto-noise ratio, therefore, is in terms of the
ratio of the real signal voltage to noise-signal
voltage at this point in the system. Clearly,
the ratio could be improved (less noise effect)
by arranging for the amplifier to deliver an
increase in real signal voltage without increasing the noise signal voltage. Simply
increasing the gain of the stage would not
help much here, for the noise as well as the
real signal would arise, and the ratio would

BATTERY POWERED TAPE RECORDERS

formance on both. The designer may also
attempt to gel the best noise specification by
adjusting the local feedback relative to a
known source impedance (i.e., the impedance
across the terminals of the microphone or
head). This he can do so far as the head is
concerned and also so far as the microphone
supplied with the machine is concerned ;
but trouble with noise can occur should the
user decide to abandon the microphone
supplied with the machine in favour of one of
better specifications and/or more suitable
polar response. Two things can happen when
this is done. One, the better microphone
may not deliver sufficient signal to give a
practical signal-to-noise ratio and two, the
source impedance may differ from that for
which the first stage has been optimised. In
both cases the 'hiss' recorded on the tape
would be abnormally high. The trouble
would also be noticed by the need for a
somewhat more advanced setting of recording
level to obtain 'full modulation' indications
on the level meter.
Many enthusiasts using battery-powered
transistor models arc having trouble with
these problems right now. Past articles in

PARTIS

input. Let us suppose that the noise signal at
the output load is ImV and that the stage has
a nominal gain of 40dB (100 times voltage),
then we can say that the equivalent noise
voltage that would have to be present across
the input source is lmV/100, which is 10/iV.
This, of course, is not noise which is actually
present across the source. It cannot be.
because it takes into account the noise of the
amplifier stage as well. It is just the equivalent
noise signal—nothing more.
However, since its value is fixed by the
noise performance of the stage—in terms of
type of transistor, resistors, design and so
forth—knowing it makes it possible to glean
some idea of the signal-to-noise ratio without
a lot of trouble. Say, for instance, the input
signalis 100/iV (O.ImV), then the signal-to-noise
ratio would only be 10:1 (or 20dB)—based on
an equivalent noise signal of lOfiV.
It can be demonstrated that the noise
present when the signal-lo-noise ratio is less
than 46dB (200 limes voltage) can actually
be heard—the typical noise "hiss", the "car
tyre on a smooth, wet road noise", for instance.
It can barely be heard at 46dB because this is
the threshold value or ratio, but as the ratio
falls below 46dB (200:1) the noise becomes
progressively more troublesome.
In the 20dB example just given, the noise
would be really bad, but with the input signal
rising to ImV (from O.ImV) the ratio would
improve to 40dB, just about tolerable. Here,
then, lies the reason for all the problems that
beset our bird-song recording friends.
Ambient noise probably accounts for a

SOME EARLY STAGES

be little changed. Applying a greater level
of signal to the input of the amplifier is one
way out of the problem, but this can only be
done (a) if there is sufficient level of source
signal, (b) if the source is matched to the
amplifier for maximum signal transfer, and
(c) if the amplifier can deliver the extra signal
amplitude without running loo non-linear
(i.e.. without clipping, overloading or running
up loo much distortion), (a) and (c) produce
most troubles from the design aspect, while
(b) can cause most problems so far as the
enthusiast is concerned.
Another way out of the problem, of course,
is arranging for the amplifier to deliver a
decrease in noise signal without substantially
changing (or, if anything, increasing) the level
of the real signal. This is easier said than
done, and early transistors were a real headache noise-wise. Some of the latest, cheap
battery-powered transistor models still fail to
give a good noise performance—and a few
arc singularly bad.
Before going on to see why this is so, we
should have some basic idea of how the noise
signal at the output stage is translated into
terms of" 'equivalent noise signal' at the
69
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microphone signal little more than lOjtV
under these recording conditions, so to get an
electronic noise-free replay at such a low
recording level would demand an overall
signal-lo-noise ratio in the order of 46dB, as
we have seen, and this represents the incredibly small equivalent noise signal of
O.OSjiV—some hopes ! When the birds start
singing the microphone signal could rise to
!00fiV, but even then the equivalent noise
signal would have to be about half a microvolt
to obtain a noise-free rendering . . . poor
bird-song recordists ! In practice, though,
they often get more microphone signal by
employing microphone reflectors. It is a pity
that manufacturers of audio equipment do
not give an equivalent noise specification.
It would be useful for low-level workers.
Noise signal is also dependent on temperature and bandwidth, and it docs not take
long to get really wrapped up in noise problems. A decibel equivalent in noise power is
also employed by some workers and in some
specifications. But we have said sufficient
about this for the present.
Fig. 1 shows the first two stages in the
(continued on page 71)

Check
Chat
Choose
Cherish
Check with R.E.W. and you'll be amazed at the terrific selection of new and
used high fidelity and tape equipment (400 Tape Recorders always in stock)
all at the lowest possible prices . . . the impressive and exceptionally
competitive range of "fringe benefits"—the interest-free hire purchase and
credit sale terms, lowest deposits and in most cases free insurance, carriage,
packing, etc.
Chat to your heart's content with our fully experienced and enthusiastic
staff. They have all the "gen" and the facilities to demonstrate any make or
model. They will make certain that you really do obtain the equipment best
suited to your needs and budget, and value for money whatever the price level.
Choose from one of the widest ranges anywhere at our new showroom extension, including the best in American, European and Japanese equipment,
all offering superb performance, workmanship and top entertainment. If you
prefer, make your choice in the comfort of your own home from our literature
and order with complete confidence through the fast and friendly R.E.W.
mail order service.
Cherish the equipment you eventually decide upon. It will reward you in
top performance and pleasure. 'You will have on call the benefits of R.E.W.'s
comprehensive service facilities. And when you are ready for a change—
we'll be ready with a generous part exchange allowance
Send now for lists of new and used equipment or call and see the
range for yourself.
■
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SAVE £18.7.6! EXCLUSIVE
R.E.W. OFFER of the superb
BELSONA Tape Recorder
List price 42gns
OUR PRICE ONLY 241gns
Interest Free Terms, £8 Ms. 6d. deposit and
0 One-hand control for easier
12 monthly payments of £1 8s. 7d. Carr. and
operation.
pack and ins. 19s. 6d.
Bulk purchase and high demand enable us to offer
0 Powerful 3W. output.
this superb semi-professional machine at barely
half
list price, saving £18.
0 Monitoring facilities, etc.
Basically a j track mono recorder with tape
speeds
of 3} and 7i i.p.s. Freq. response 500 Recording level meter.
12,000 c.p.s. at 7^ i.p.s. Weight I9jlb. 7'spools.
Mains operation. Complete with large elliptical
0 Shock-proof moulded cabinet
loudspeaker and high quality dynamic microphone.
Big demand enables production costs to be cut on the
well known and extremely versatile CINECORDER
Previous price £75
NOW ONLY 59gns
Only 59 gns. or INTEREST FREE TERMS.
£20.l9.0d. deposit and 12 monthly paymtnts
of £3.8.4d.
The Cinecorder is a finely made instrument offering an unusually well balanced
tone, and a wealth of facilities that
appeal particularly to the cine enthusiast,
but make it indispensable for any type
of recording work. The large, elliptical,
high-flux loudspeaker mounted in a
detachable stand-up lid gives smooth,
clean sound uncoloured by cabinet
resonances. Special features include :
Monitoring facilities, bias control for
super-imposition, tape, driven capstan
and strobe, tape lift lever for cueing.
etc., etc. Full specification on request.

lor better value in any price range
R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd. Dept. T.R.M. 266-8 Upper Tooting Road. London, S.W.I7. Telephone: (01) 672/8267 or BAL 9175

1161 P.la<K
PERFORMANCE
Wto*S0UND
QUAlity
AUDIO '67
and STYLING...
ANNUAL

Carousel

This new edition is packed with authoritative
features written by experts for everyone
interested in hi-fi sound reproduction and
tape recording. Produced by HI-FI NEWS
and TAPE RECORDER, it Includes a
selection of the more important equipment
reviews that appeared in these magazines
during 1966.
Other top features include
A fresh look at audio dynamics
Details of a new membrane loudspeaker
Acoustics in ancient Greek theatres
Some reflections on audio history
A look at stereo radio
Basic problems of energy conversion discussed
Listening to music in the home
Reducing background noise

R.T.6

34gns

A.M. RADIO
TUNER £9.11.8
EXTRA
This is a tape recorder
designed and made to fulfil
all the essentials of a first
class machine plus the
advantages of a Consolette
cabinet in Teak veneers with
space to add a radio tuner.
Record direct to tape, or use it as a radio with
excellent sound quality reproduced through the
tape amplifier and its high fidelity speaker.
From retailers everywhere or write to manufacturers for leaflet.

1967 AUDIO ANNUAL
SIORDER YOUR COPY NOW
From your newsagent or bookstall or send 6/(pp) for a copy when published to Dept. A.2,
Link House, Dlngwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA.

STEREOSOUND PRODUCTIONS LTD
CAPITAL WORKS BRIGHOUSE YORKS.
London & Southern Counties Distributors
HIGHGATE ACOUSTICS. Gt. PORTLAND ST., W.I.
(Museum 2901)
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Sanyo MR200 battery model. Trl is the first
transistor in circuit which receives the head
signal in the playback condition and the
'radio' or microphone signal in the recording
condition the input at the base being accommodated by switch SI. In spite of the complexity around the emitter circuit, the transistor is in common-emitter mode. The 2.2K
resistor is the ordinary emitter resistor,
bypassed by the 30/tF electrolytic.
The extra 390-ohm resistor in the emitter
circuit applies negative feedback, and this is
aided by the 10/iF electrolytic to the base
potential-divider system. This network adjusts
the input impedance of Trl to a value most
suitable for the head and microphone matching. The emitter current of this transistor is
also adjusted for a low value to help with the
noise problem. This is because a reduced
emitter current can—under certain conditions
—result in a smaller equivalent noise signal.
The designer has to take into account the
maximum output required from the stage

when setting the emitter current from the
noise aspect. Too low an emitter current
could cause clipping or a bad rise in distortion towards peaks of head or microphone
signal. The emitter current is thus to some
extent a compromise value in this stage.
The output of Trl is developed across the
element of the 'volume' control VR1, and the
required level is tapped off by the slider for
application to the base of Tr2, which is also
in common-emitter mode. Coupling is through
a SfiF electrolytic, such capacitors being
common as couplers in transistor circuits
owing to the relatively low imput and output
impedances involved. If ordinary O.lfiF
couplers were used—as in valve circuits—the
rising reactance of the capacitor at low frequencies, in conjunction with the input
impedance of the coupled stage, would
produce a potential-divider effect with consequent bass attentuation. The larger value of
electrolytic capacitors keeps the coupling
reactance low, even at low frequencies.
The unbypassed 200-ohm resistor in Tr2
emitter gives sufficient negative feedback to
lift Tr2 input impedance to a value that
represents a fair match to Trl collector.
Noise is not such a problem in the second
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stage, since the input signal is of a far greater
level than that at the first stage; but even
so, it is desirable to keep the first two stages,
at least, as low noise as possible. More will
be said about this next month when we look
at silicon transistors in the first stages.
It will be seen in fig. 1 that the 'radio' and
microphone outputs are similar to the arrangement given in fig. 4 last month.
Now the output of Tr2 usually feeds to a
third stage which, in the recording condition,
acts as recording output; or the set-up as
shown in fig. 2 may be adopted. This, in fact,
represents the remainder of the audio stages
of the Sanyo MR200.
DRIVER TRANSISTOR
In the playback condition shown, the
amplified head signal from Tr2 is fed to the
base of Tr3 which acts as a driver transistor to
the push-pull pair, Tr4 and Tr5, via the coupling
transformer IPT. These transistors are loaded
at their collectors across the output transformer OPT, and the top secondary winding
feeds the loudspeaker and/or the 'monitor
jack'. The output pair are biased for class-B
by the potential-divider between the power
supply lapped in at the centre of IPT secondary. It will be seen that the bottom arm of
this divider consists of a 68-ohm resistor in
parallel with a thermistor. This gives temperature stabilisation, for should the ambient
temperature lend to rise, the resulting tendency
for the current inTr4 and Tr5 collectors to rise
is neutralised by the thermistor reducing in
resistance, an effect that reduces the base
current and consequently the collector current
of the output transistors. This technique is
used in many battery portables.
53 applies frequency-selective negative feedback to Tr3 emitter from OPT for response
correction or equalisation. The parallel RC
network in the feedback path gives rising
feedback with increasing frequency, thereby
reducing the output with increasing frequency,
the requirement for equalisation.
54 switches the meter to the main negative
supply line, via the diode Dl, in forward
conduction under this condition, thereby
reading the battery or supply voltage. S5
switches the speaker and 'monitor' circuits,
while S6 switches the HF oscillator, it being
disconnected from supply positive in the
'play' position.
NON-FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE
In the recording condition S3 changes the
feedback to non-frequency-selective, via the
750-ohm resistor in the loop, S4 applies the
meter and rectifier to the signal across OPT
top-winding secondary, while S5 removes the
speaker and applies a 100-ohm load to the
transformer, while at the same time energising
the HF oscillator. At the other end of the
circuit (not shown) the head is switched from
playback to recording, and the head signal
is picked up from the bottom-winding secondary of OPT. This is rather an unusual arrangement, since the push-pull playback output
stage is used to provide the recording current.
This is, though, one of the problems of
battery-powered recorders — obtaining a
sufficiently high recording head current with
{continued on page 75)
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BY DAVID KIRK
ONE HONORED 1001$
'"P'HE birth-place of magnetic sound record- is incorporated, with some minor modifica- But in Switzerland, to which country both
JL ing, if it can be narrowed down to any tions to extend versatility, in a neat wooden X and Eltra export, the price difference is only
one country, must surely be Denmark. For cabinet alongside European electronics and a a matter of shillings.
it was here, in the industrious land on and Danish loudspeaker. The resultant comThe 1001 recorders have at least one outaround Jutland, that Valdemar Poulsen created bination is certainly one of the most attractive standing feature. They are probably the only
the Telegrophone wire recorder.
TDlO-based recorders we have seen—a view tape machines in the world that come into
One of the highlights of a recent visit to supported by a well-known British manu- existence beneath a row of living-room lamps.
Denmark was to indulge in the twice-reflected facturer who has copied the external design Mr. Grue personally dislikes the cold glare of
glory of meeting someone who had himself almost to the last visible nut and bolt.
neon and has installed circular lampshades
met Poulsen ! The individual in question was
Eltra were evidently flattered that their above each seat on the production lines.
Mr. O. E. Grue, technical manager at the design should be imitated, not by the Japanese,
In terms of performance and value, a
Eltra factory in Copenhagen.
but by an English company, and took great recorder stands or falls on its transport
Our visit to the factory commenced with delight in comparing to us the 1001 with its mechanism. After literally combing the world
an account of the company's history and early 'rival'—the latter imported specifically for for a robust and versatile low-price deck,
products. Eltra were formed in 1935 from demonstration purposes ! Thcugh Superficially Eltra decided on the TDIO. This offered
the Danish agency for (American) Mognavox similar, the British machine proved far inferior speeds of 7i, 3J and IJ i/s, 7 in. spool capacity,
products. From the beginning they produced to the 1001 in performance and finish. Even simple and sturdy construction, and low wow
radio receivers and loudspeakers, introducing more laughable than the audio quality, and flutter. All TDIO decks entering the
their first tape recorder in 1950. The recorder however, was the thin cardboard covering that factory are checked for wow and flutter.
bore some resemblance, in operating principles, served to 'protect' the base and rear of the Those not coming up to standard are packed
to the later British Gramdeck—employing a cabinet on the British recorder. This flimsy and returned to BSR.
gramophone turntable to drive the tape. No construction now bordered on the ridiculous
On acceptance, each desk is stripped of its
erase head was built into the unit, but a large —the cardboard having been severely warped cover plate and a few components added.
permanent magnet was supplied with each by heat from the valves and motor.
Eltra have discovered that the TDIO can be
model. This magnet was put to ingenious
Eltra do not conform to the 'if you can't modified very easily to give pause facilities.
use to provide bulk erasing facilities on what see it, it doesn't matter' theory, so faithfully A spring-loaded lever is inserted to the right
was then a DC mains supply. It was clipped followed by the British manufacturer. The of the three-way mode selector, which retracts
to the left-hand spool turntable, which was facia on the 1001 is solid metal, not silver- the pinch-wheel when pulled to mid-position,
then rotated in the fast-rewind mode. The painted plastic. The bass tone control (along switching the motor off when pulled right
whirling magnet thus created an alternating with the treble) performs its allotted task, and back.
magnetic field in which tapes could be speedily does not act as an alternative—and unnecessary
An additional modification permits the
and effectively erased.
—volume control. The magic-eye is damped record lever to be mechanically engaged while
A few years later, Eltra introduced a com- for slow-return peak-reading—not simply a the modulation level is adjusted. Alterplete domestic recorder which gained con- vague shuddering shadow. The handle natively, by switching off the deck motor, the
siderable popularity in Denmark but failed to (which can be slid out of sight into the cabinet) recorder may be employed as an amplifier.
reach the shores or stores of England.
holds firm when the machine is held upright ; Pushing the mode selector to play autoFinally, and comparatively recently, came it does not sag pathetically.
matically disengages the record lever, unless
the Model 1001. Whereas mechanical comThere is a moral here somewhere, which the latter is supported with a thumb.
ponents of the previous machines—decks, the managing director of XLtd. may endeavour
When the components have been added, a
heads, motors, etc.—had been constructed to conceal by claiming that his machine is deck-plate is fitted. This is not the plate
almost entirely by Eltra, the 1001 is based on some £20 cheaper than the 1001. So it is in supplied by BSR, but incorporates several
a British deck, the popular BSR TDIO. This Britain, where the copy sells at around £30. additional features—including a path for the
72
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Far left and second left: Early
gramophone-driven Eltra showing bulk-erasing
magnet and tape path. Third left; A high
point Is reached In 1001 production figures
and the 30,000th model Is presented to one of
the assembly staff. Immediate left:
Eltra development department: much of the
test equipment Is designed and built in the
factory.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF ELTRA

pause lever. Most predominant are the raised
ribs, which are designed to prevent tape being
jammed beneath the spools.
Next step, for the deck, is its attachment to
the amplifier and power-supply chassis. The
two assemblies are produced entirely by Eltra
in identical aluminium frames. Now more
the exception than the rule, hand-wiring is
preferred, here, to printed circuitry, for
reasons of easier servicing and greater production flexibility. The two basic sub-chassis
are identical, but one contains the record and
replay amplifiers while the other houses the
mains power pack and oscillator.
A third sub-chassis is assembled elsewhere
on the production line to take the forwardfacing loudspeaker, amplifier potentiometers
and switches. The entire 6W push-pull
power amplifier is built on a single i x i in.
metal rod, complete with triode and doublepentode.
A metal shield is fitted round the TDIO
induction motor to prevent magnetic fields
being radiated into the surrounding circuitry.
The shield is positioned at the optimum
distance from the motor to 'short circuit' the
hum field without unduly reducing motor
torque. As a further precaution, the input
amplifier is screened.
Thoroughly testing a hundred recorders per
day is no less formidable a task than assembling them. Eltra have approached this problem
so efficiently that the test equipment can be,
and is, operated by staff with practically no
knowledge of tape recording or electronics.
One girl, indeed, has checked more than
12,000 machines without, it appears, the
slightest theoretical knowledge of what she
was doing.
The secret of Eltra test procedure can be
outlined in a single word—comparison.
Each of the three lest benches is equipped

with a known good machine. On completion,
every 1001 is placed on one of the benches
alongside an 'ideal model'. Both are connected to a rack of test gear, individual
instruments being selected by a rotating
switch. Each position on this switch is
indicated by a numeral, and in the event of a
fault being discovered, the relevant digit is
marked on the recorder, which then passes to
the trouble-shooter.
The examination begins with head alignment—already nominally undertaken by BSR.
1kHz and 10kHz tones are replayed from a
test-tape to an oscilloscope, the record/play
head being adjusted for maximum output
voltage — displayed as maximum vertical
deflection.
Distortion, up to 3rd harmonic at 1kHz,
is measured by means of a sweep frequency
generator. From the operator's point of
view, a recorder is up to 'spec' when identical
patterns are displayed on the two halves of a
slow-scan double-beam oscilloscope. Mains
consumption of each machine is checked after
ten-minutes running as a general indication
that motor and components have no obvious
faults. Cathode-follower AC voltmeters are
employed in preference to normal valve
voltmeters, the latter having been found
inaccurate over long periods. The meters
are used to check bias level.
A final listening test is performed before
the machine is packed, each recorder being
connected to an Eltra radio. Here, the two
record cards part company with the machine
they have accompanied round the factory.
The cards, containing serial number, performance figures and miscellaneous notes, are
filed for possible future reference.
The next step for the Eltra 1001 may simply
be to a nearby Copenhagen retailer ; it may
be across a few miles of water to Sweden, or
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all the way to Iceland, Greenland, Austria,
Finland, or even—despite Messrs. A"—England.
In addition to producing tape recorders,
Eltra manufacture television receivers, and I
shall long remember the eerie blue glow at
one end of the production line, where dozens
of sets undergoing adjustment beamed reproductions of the Danish test-card.
The Danish audio industry is a lively one.
When stereo broadcasting was introduced on
a permanent basis in the U.K. last year,
British manufacturers complained loud and
long about the lack of advance warning.
With two notable exceptions they were totally
unprepared to market stereo radios or decoders. Compare this with the Danish
attitude. They have not complained about
lack of warning ; they have been making and
marketing stereo receivers for years—even
though they have no stereo broadcasting
service. In his own defence, the British
manufacturer may complain that the Danes
spend much of their energy exporting to the
Continent. Of course they do. But perhaps
our own audio industry can now explain why
it, too, did not develop stereo radio equipment
years ago for the Continental market.
If the Danes are a hard-working nation,
they are also one of the most sociable. After
touring the Eltra factory, an informal journey
through the central area of Copenhagen was
arranged—the itinerary being sufficiently predetermined to show that all the audio dealers
in that part of the world had Eltra products
on prominent display ! A visit to one of the
largest Copenhagen audio retailers proved a
great eye-opener. The range of products
displayed was much the same as in London's
Imhofs or Largs, with one or two additional
Continental brands. We stood encircled in
{continued on page 75)

MINIFLUX
TAPE HEADS
SPECIAL OFFER of new
MINIFLUX HEADS at less than
half price.
All supplied complete with full specifications
and circuit diagrams.
Type LF6.0. Low impedance half-track
mono ferrite erase head with built-in oscillator
coil. List £3, offered at 22/6 each.
Miniflux Type No. VLF4. Quarter-track
stereo ferrite erase head as used on Rcflcctograph Model 13, Simon SP5, Truvox PD90,
Brenell 3-star, etc. Listed at £3.10.0 offered
at 32/6.
Miniflux Type VKH.4. Quarter - track stereo
rec./play head as used on Refiectograph,
Brenell, SP5, Truvox PD90, etc. Listed at
6 ens., offered at,£2.15.0 each.
Also available. Miniflux full track ferrite
erase heads at 30/- each. Miniflux rec./play
half-track stereo heads. Type SKN4/SKM4,
55/- each. Miniflux half-track mono heads,
Type WN5, WH5,.30/- each.

There's more to this
tape recorder than

Send S. A.E. for full electrical and mechanical specifications of the above heads.
meets the

eye
LEE ELECTRONICS
400 Edgwarc Road, Paddington. Tel: PAD 5521
{Closed Thursdays)

A masterpiece of disguise, a portable tape recorder
housed in a beautiful teak veneer cabinet. But don't be
deceived, the works entrance is just around the back.
4 tracks—3 speeds—5 watts output—8" round speaker
—7" spools—fully transistorised.
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The Van Der Molen is a symbol of superior British
manufacture — the co-ordination of aesthetic design
vertical operation and excellent reproduction available
at only
59
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Britain's best magazine
for the hi-fi enthusiast
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★ Details of new products
★ Hi-fi equipment reviews
'k Readers' problems answered
•k Stereo record reviews
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Consider these outstanding features
Listen while recording—Mixing—Recording level Meter—
Can be synchronised with cine and slide projectors—
Straight through Amplifier—Response 40 to 15,000 Cycles
All enquiries to
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MONTHLY
Published on the 28th
of the month.
From newsagents and
bookstalls or 2/4 (pp)
from Link House,
Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA

LIMITED
Van Der Molen FACTORY & SERVICE
42 MAWIMEY ROAD • ROMFORD • ESSEX
ENGLAND
Telephone Romford 41904
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SMALL

BY H. W. HELLYER
HAVE you spotted those articles in the
radio, television, audio and electronics
magazines, that take a prophetic look at the
trends in technique?
Quite apart from the videotape promises, the
whizz-bang head systems that will give us
ninety-nine tracks on an eighth-inch tape and
need a computer to synchronise the playback,
and the tape itself, so thin and delicate that we
shall have to hold our breath while editing,
there is another significant promise.
This is the micro-module. A bank of components all squashed up together in an indestructible block. The idea is not so new;
inspired by defence needs, rapid replacement
of circuit parts rather than normal faultfinding, the system has an attraction for the
mass-producer of entertainment equipment by
virtue of a reduction in labour cost at the
factory. Material cost can only be kept low
by ruthless standardisation—which will make
Recorder X even more like Recorder Z in the
future. Makers will design around modular
construction, and styling will be the only sign
of individuality.
This is a pessimistic view for the enthusiast,
and a position that I do not think will be
ONE HUNDRED 1001's CONTINUED
tape recorders of Japanese, German, Danish,
Dutch, Swiss, Norwegian and British origin.
Yes, there was one British recorder—a
domestic Thorn of obsolete design. So far as
we could gather, this was the only British-made
product in stock—with the exception of a
considerable number of tape and gramophone
records. With Mr. Jensen of Eltra translating, we enquired whether Ferrograph
machines were ever sold. We half-expected a
negative reply but were still shocked by the
answer : the dealer had not even heard of the
brand !
Perhaps I shall discover, one day, whether
the staff of Eltra and of Peerless (another
factory visited), Copenhagen retailers, and
hotel employees, are an exceptionally goodnatured minority. Possibly I shall find, as I
now suspect, that friendliness is a national
trait in Denmark. Either way, this particular
visitor found Denmark to incorporate all the
finer points of English life, plus illuminated
pedestrian crossings, minus the British National
Humbug.
MAGNETIC SOUND RECORDING CONTINUED
note the new reading on the tape position
indicator, press record and start to read
again from the beginning of the manual.
Speak normally, without either shouting at
the microphone or whispering confidentially
into it. Tape speed is not very important for
this exercise because any speed on a modem
recorder will give reasonable reproduction
of speech.
When you are tired of reading, press stop

i'.
S

m.

--

Telefunken pholoflraph
attained, at least within the present decade.
Nevertheless, there is already a disturbing
tendency to 'build small' even where no
apparent advantage seems to be gained.
Followers of David Kirk's Field Trials of
Battery Portables will know what I mean.
In a recent issue of Electronics Weekly there
appeared a comment on the 5W amplifier
developed by Weslinghouse Molecular Electronagain. Then press the rewind button. The
tape will begin to whizz backwards at an
alarming rate, but this is normal. Without
the fast rewind you would waste an enormous
amount of time. For instance, if you had
been recording for thirty minutes you would
have to run the tape back for half an hour at
normal speed before you could listen to the
recording. The fast-forward wind serves a
similar purpose. If you wanted to play back
a section of recording somewhere near the
middle of a Tin. spool of triple play tape and
could wind only at the normal record or
replay speed, you might have to wait more
than an hour for a listening period of a few
minutes.
While the tape is winding back, watch the
tape position indicator and press stop as soon
as it goes just beyond the zero. Then press
replay and, perhaps for the first time, you
will hear your own voice as it really sounds.
Some adjustment of the volume control—
which is often the same knob as the recording
level control—may be necessary, but there is
nothing complicated about replaying a tape.
What will surprise you is the tone of your
voice. It will certainly be higher-pitched and
possibly less pleasant than you had imagined.
You may hear a strong accent and quite a
few 'Ers' and 'Urns' and hesitations. We
rarely notice these imperfections while we are
speaking, but on a recording they are painfully
obvious.
Here, then, is one use for a tape recorder.
If you care to devote half an hour a day to
reading and listening, correcting your mistakes
as you go, your diction will improve out of all
recognition within weeks. When you are
satisfied that you can read properly, try giving
a talk. This is much more difficult, but with
perseverance you will acquire a fluency and a
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ics Division, shown at a conference at Boston
(USA, of course, not Lines.). This midget had
sixteen transistors, four zener diodes and three
biasing diodes, with associated components,
and is made ir a stud package only | x fin.
While you digest that bit of information, I'll
add the comment of Janus ■ "... instead of
falling over the hi-fi, I guess the next trouble
will be finding it".
For the complacent who mutter that this is
all airy-fairy prophesy, I would simply open
up the back of one of the several radiogramophones that graced the stands at the last Radio
Show. Long, shapely enclosures they were, of
sapele mahogany, walnut, or last year's 'in'
wood—teak, but the amplifier occupied a
lonely comer and one needed a strong light to
find it.
My argument is that far too many designers
seem to be building small just for the sake of
the trend. When smallness is also flimsiness,
this is an electronic crime. The essence of the
micro-module is its robust compactness. You
can kick them about the floor—and will
probably feel like doing so when you have to
pay for the complete package for the sake of
a sixpenny component that has failed. If these
arc mounted on wafer-thin panels with tiny
press joints, harnessed by wires that grow ever
more brittle and thin, when there is enough
room in the cabinet to hold a football match,
I reckon we, as purchasers, are being sold a
pup—and a pretty small pup at that!
command of the spoken word that will serve
you in good stead wherever you go.
Recording your own voice is among the more
difficult of tape recording operations, because
you have to concentrate on what you arc
saying as intently as upon controlling the
machine. Once you can fulfil this dual role
successfully, the whole field of tape recording
is open to you.
BATTERY TAPE RECORDERS CONTINUED
'constant-current' characteristics. This is
achieved in valve models simply by feeding
the head current through a high value resistor,
but it cannot be done on transistor models
where the supply voltage is limited. It is
possible, however, when a higher transistor
voltage can be obtained from the mains
supply. More will be said about this in a
future article.
It will also be seen that the meter signal
is obtained from the top winding of OPT,
while the head is powered from the bottom
winding. The signal, of course, is proportional in both windings and the required
deflection—for full recording level—can be
adjusted by the series preset VR2.
The circuit section separate from the main
circuit is mainly concerned with the connection of a remote control system, switching
an operation from a mains adaptor. When
the mains adaptor is connected the battery
supply is automatically disconnected, while
the 'foot-control' and 'remote control' circuit
operates the drive motor, as the circuit shows.
The centrifugal governor switches in and out
the resistor R for speed control, as was investigated in early articles of this series.

DESPITE our Editor's generous allotment
of space, the text of this part will have to
be reduced to make room for the diagrams.
In other words, "Cut out the waffle and get
down to the works."
The works, in this case, begins with an
illustration of the rival valve and transistor
methods of automatic gain control. Fig. 1
shows the rudiments of the valved version of
the Telefunken Magnetophon Automatic, and
fig. 2 the relevant section of the transistorised
successor, the Telefunken 300.
Now, before the pundits get at me, howling
that the 300 is not and never was an automatic
machine, allow me to explain that the circuit
is used, in this case, simply to illustrate the
'control effect', and the operation of a limeconstant arrangement to delay amplification ;
which, basically, is what all the different types
of AGC circuit are trying to do.
Reverting to the valved version, this again
is an example of a sampled audio signal,
amplified and rectified, then fed back as a
varying DC bias to control the main amplifying section of the recording amplifier. Audio
signals are tapped off from the anode circuit
of the preamp stage and applied to a potentiometer. From the slider of this pot, the signal
is fed to a triode amplifier via a grid circuit
with a short time-constant, and whose cathode
is unbiased. This means the valve responds
to changes of signal almost immediately and
the resulting amplified audio is passed to the
rectifier, with a long lime-constant load.
Note that during record, the charge capacity
is a total of 2mF discharging through nearly
70M. This provides a very smooth output of DC bias, which is used to control
the second stage, whose grid leak resistor
(if purists will forgive the term), is returned
to the top end of the load. Lower down the
circuit, the subsidiary control bias is derived
and fed to the preamplifier stage.
Interesting points to note here are the way
this circuit is left across the preamp output
during playback and the switching arranged
in such a way that a fixed bias voltage is
available for the second stage. This avoids
the tiresome business of deleting this control
stage during play : in effect, gain of an extra
valve. Of particular importance here is the
250/iF capacitor across this bias source, to
by-pass audio from the main HT circuits.
This is necessary as the bias is derived, in
old-fashioned radio style, from a 68-ohm
resistor in the negative line. A switch fault at
this point, or an open-circuit bypass, can give
some peculiar sound effects !
So to the transistor circuit. This is simply
a device to overcome the tendency of the 300
to take-up rather sluggishly when first switched
to record or play. Rather naughty, really, but
a clever solution to the problem, taking the
onus for control from the user who might be
inclined to bash the keys and bellow immediately into the microphone.
It can be seen from fig. 2 that the two
preamplifier stages receive their negative
voltage for the collectors, not from the main
line, but via Trl07 (these are the maker's
reference numbers). This AC122 transistor is
controlled by the time-constant so that the
voltage rise across the lOO^F C120 makes the
transistor conductive. When the machine is
switched between functions this causes the
preamps to be practically muted for I to 2

seconds whileTrl07 recovers from its paralysis.
Thus, the speed variation during that initial
period has no effect on recording.
During playback, the trick is to allow for
that slight delay. It takes very little lime to
get used to the apparent hesitancy of the
machine. The reason this circuit is given
should now be clear—basically it is a simple
control, using the time-constant of an RC
network to vary the voltage applied to preamplifier stages ; but in this case controlling
their power line rather than any bias.
The problem with transistor circuits is
always the difficulty of getting semiconductors
to respond to automatic gain systems. Many
ingenious systems have been devised for this
purpose in radio and television circuits, and
only the restriction on space prevents our
including them here. However, the answer to
the problem is—like video recording for the
masses or colour television at a reasonable
price—just around the corner. The answer
should be the field-effect transistor (F.E.T.).
This device is by no means new. Readers
of this magazine will have seen it mentioned
in passing several times. Us particular virtue,
from our present point of view, is the nearly
perfect square-law characteristic when operated in the region below "pinch-off'. But
while this gives, at last, a vari-mu semiconductor, it is not yet in general use and we.
must regretfully pass on to more practical
matters.
We have already noted, in previous articles,
how makers can overcome the drawbacks of
transistor amplifier designs to provide a
measure of control. This is not yet as smooth
and effective as the valve circuits we have
noted, but as the machines in which it is used
are more often employed for speech recording,
the lime-constant problem is not so great,
and control is more rough-hewn, yet still
acceptable. Kudelski, makers of Nagra
recorders, make no bones about it. As a
portable tape recorder of superlative quality,
the Nagra has to incorporate all the facilities
that might be needed, so an automatic level
control circuit is included. But the makers
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PART THREE
SOME FURTHER
COMMERCIAL DESIGNS
BY WILLIAM HENRY
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state, quite unequivocally, that this will
never give as good results—as good hi-fi
results, that is—as when normal control of
recording is provided. There is, inevitably,
some bass attenuation. But as the circuit is
primarily intended for speech recording,
interviewing and suchlike operations, this
apparent drawback may prove all to the good.
The six-position rotary switch normally
feeds the microphone preamplifier to the main
amplifier and uses the circuit given at fig. 3
for recording-level meter indication, but in
the topmost position of the switch this feed
to the main amplifier is bypassed, and the
signal is applied to the OC306 transistor,
which is controlled by the base bias derived
from the control circuit of the OC72, receiving
its triggering signal from the output transformer. The stabilised signal is then tapped
off from the junction of the two O.I/iF
capacitors across the OC306 and applied to
the main amplifier. In effect, this is a simple
balancing circuit, taking the place of the
microphone level control.
The Sony TC900, which is a transistorised
tape recorder, also uses an automatic control
circuit, with a selector switch which it unashamedly calls AGC. Fig. 4 shows the
basic circuit, which again turns up as a transistor switched in to regulate the base bias of
the main amplifier when record is selected.
The interesting part about this circuit is the
essential simplicity. Part of the signal fed to
the recording head is lapped off. rectified and,
via the time-constant of the 50VF and 20k
components, used to regulate the base bias of
the 2SB381 transistor. This transistor has its
collector voltage held by the charge on the
30fiF capacitor, which is connected by the
AGC switch to the coupling between the first
and second stages. The effect of this is to
control the gain of this pair of n-p-n transistors
according to the signal level above a threshold
determined by the working voltages of the
p-n-p shunt transistor.
Another Sony circuit, this time a valved
popular, the TC35T4, is shown in its rudimentary form in fig. 5. One winding of the
output transformer is coupled back to the
grid of the preamp stage via a 27K resistor
and the grid leak, 1.5M resistor : but this is
not a simple matter of direct feedback. The
other end of this winding provides a signal for
the anode of a triode (whose anode and grid
are connected for diode operation).
The cathode of this pseudo-diode is taken
to the cathode of the output valve. This gives
a positive bias and determines the level at
which the diode will conduct. When the
output is such that this level is more than 15V
the diode conducts and the resulting current
around the loop formed by the transformer
winding and the charge capacitor C19 puts a
negative bias, via the 27K resistor, on the grid
of the preamp stage, reducing the gain. When
the signal level falls, the diode ceases to
conduct and the bias dies away gradually as
the charge falls. Note again that the circuit
has a long time-constant, with CI9 and R24,
then C4 and R32 providing a good delay.
In addition to this AGC circuit is a control
device of some interest. This consists of a
silicon varistor across the microphone input
circuit, switched in during record. The
characteristic of a varistor, shown inset, is
{continued overleaf)
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CONTINUED
that the impedance changes with the voltage
across it, remaining substantially level at a
high value for a fairly wide range, then dropping suddenly as the voltage increases beyond
a critical point. In the circuit shown, the
varistor has an impedance of more than 100K.
(at I kHz) when the voltage across it is 0.1 V
or less. A greater voltage causes a drastic
reduction in impedance, and at IV the impedance is less than 20K, damping the grid
circuit of the preamplifier and reducing the
signal to it.
Two transistor circuits to round off a short
series, which will probably be out of date
before the ink is dry judging by the rate of
present-day progress in electronics. First,
the Fidelity Playmatic (fig. 6), whose Auto
circuit is not exactly the best example, and
whose signal level indication is very dodgy,
whether on Manual or Auto. The fluttering
edges on the magic-eye columns can be
disconcerting, and it is not always obvious
whether Auto is effectively working or not.
From the feed circuit to the head, and the
magic-eye network, another tapping provides
the signal for the auto circuit via C14, R15.
When Auto is selected by the push switch, the
manual level controls are bypassed, while the
BA115 diode rectifies the fed-back signal and
applies it as a control DC to the grid of the
ECH83 vari-mu amplifier. The time-constant
of C7 and R9 allows the bias to die away
gradually. Tests show that a signal in excess
of the threshold produces a bias that takes
about a minute to degenerate in the absence
of further boosting. Switching to manual
shunts the Auto bias circuit and sets the
machine up for 'normal' recording.
Finally, the transistorised successor to the
Philips EL3SS2 with which we kicked off this
series of articles. This is the EL3S68, which
has two Auto positions of its selector switch.
In fig. 7 only the relevant switch sections are
shown to avoid unnecessary complication.
The input is taken to the AC172 preamplifier
base and from the collector a signal is tapped
off across the R80/X2 potentiometer (about
which more later), and applied via R81 to the
four-stage amplifier, shown simply as a dotted
box. Although there is quite a bit of switching
within this 'box', none of it concerns the
operation with which we are currently
concerned.
The output from the amplifier is tapped off
via C35/R83/R84, and rectified by X3, charging
C52. As the charge on this large electrolytic
depends on signal strength and is across the
base of the control transistor, variations cause
the negative voltage at the emitter to alter in
sympathy. This is applied, via R86, to the
potentiometer formed by R80/X2. The diode
is operated on the curved part of its characteristic, and acts as an impedance variable
inversely with the signal amplitude, which
tends to maintain the signal constant. Differences in time-constant necessary for microphone or radio/pickup signals are effected
by switching R85 and R87 in or out.
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IF AT FIRST YOU DON'T SUCCEED □ BY ANTHONY WIGENS
HAVING spent hours trying to record doing. I can also go through and count just
one ten-second take for the Country how many of the 'wild track' dialogue recordLovers film, one thing is sure : we all know ings would be usable as they stand. I find
what we are trying to do. As Jess chalked that of the nine takes, only three were unScene 64 Take 9 on the clapper board (as marred by extraneous noise, and on these
used by the BBC, price £3 10s. from Samuelson you could detect the running of the Elmo
Film Service Ltd., 303-305 Cricklewood, TLA camera as a faint whistling noise. We
Broadway, Edgware Road, London, N.WJl.) then went on to shoot a cut-away close-up,
I said, "It's a good thing doing this line first, and both takes of this shot were marred by
because nothing will ever seem as difficult car sounds.
The script calls for Kay and Jess to be
afterwards. It's good psychology getting a
hard scene out of the way first."
alone miles from anywhere in the country,
I know exactly what I said, because I left and the line was, "Hey, it's naughty boys
the tape recorder running for practically the who play with fire". ("I'll probably be saying
whole shooting session. Not intentionally. that in my sleep tonight", grumbled Kay at
One of the problems of trying to tackle a one point 1) We were working by a country
number of tasks simultaneously is that you road, at the edge of a field of barley. It was
only remember the vital chores. Imperative after work, on a weekday, so we had the
to turn the tape recorder on before marking rush-hour traffic to contend with. Even out
the scene with the clapper board. Not impera- in the country, traffic builds up at this time.
tive to turn it off. So I tended to stop the It's going to be another compelling reason for
camera, and launch into directional criticism post sync sound, I can see . . .
The actual interruptions to the sound
of the acting, while the recorder ran on
(there goes another set of five U ll's !).
track, on a total of eleven takes, worked out
One advantage of leaving the recorder this way : cars 4, motor-cycle 1, aeroplane 1,
running half the session is that I have a record actress 2. The actress interruptions raised an
of off-the-cuff observations on what we were interesting and typical problem. On the first
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occasion Kay never even got her line out,
she just giggled. The second time she said,
"Oops, that wasn't any good either."
True, she had cause to giggle. I said
earlier that this was one of the most difficult
shots in the whole script. The camera starts
running on a patch of barley, and then Kay
rolls through it into sight, sits up and
straightens herself out, and then says her line.
I visualised it as graphic and entertaining. I
now see it as a nightmare drain on film stock
resources (I used up two minutes of colour
stock on the nine takes.) It turned out to be
very difficult to roll with any control over
direction, and Kay seldom appeared in the
right place. I filmed her feet more often than
her face.
This led to difficulty in placing the mike
(suspended from a light stand with boom
extension) and when we did get a good pickup of sound on the dialogue, we also captured
straw rustling so loudly it sounded like the
big blaze that comes later in the film I
However, by putting together the best of
different shots I think I will be all right.
The ever-running tape caught my instructions
to Kay on this point. "If anything goes
wrong" I said to her, "it's not up to you to
decide that you can do better, it's up to me.
What may be a fluffed line to you may be
perfectly acceptable to me—and it may be
fine for the film. So go on with the scene
until I say 'cut'. If I think you have fluffed it,
I shan't waste any film on it, I'll cut it. But
don't you think "Oh, that was bad." Carry
on acting until I say 'cut'."
There was more on the tape that was
interesting to anyone doing location sound
filming. There's a muffled curse from me,
followed by an instruction to Kay to move a
little bit. "The mike boom is throwing a
shadow across your face" I said. I wonder
if any of the other takes were marred that
way?
The ground was wet. Kay got muddy
knees and stockings. I had deliberately
picked clothes from her wardrobe which would
be easy to clean, but I began to worry a bit
about continuity if ground conditions were
going to make her look dishevelled in some
shots, when subsequent filming of following
scenes revealed her immaculate again. It's a
point to watch. One advantage of taking
production stills to illustrate this series is that
it gives me an accessible check on the appearance of both my actors.
On this occasion Jess wasn't being filmed,
but he came along to clap the new clapper
board and hump gear. He turned out to have
another use, not planned for.
The timing of the line Kay had to say was
awkward. It was important that it was
spoken leisurely, yet she found it difficult to
judge the timing, and without any guidance,
spoke too early. With a director and a
cameraman at work, the former would be free
to provide timing if necessary. But I was so
involved with keeping Kay in frame that I
was in no position to judge.
Then Jess, too, commented on Kay's timing,
and I realised he was very conscious of this
point. So I let him cue her. He also provided
the point towards which she was talking,
which helped make the situation more realistic
for her. At this rate we'll end up with Jess
as director as well as actor !
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Languages, studies,
scripts, etc., by means
of tape recordings
played at a whisper through underpillow speaker

LEARN WHILE
YOU SLEEPf

LEDA

recording tape

THE ULTIMATE IN TAPE VALUE ! British made to full specification.
Leaders, Trailers and Stop Foils on all types S' and above. Strong, attractive
hinge-lid boxes.
GUARANTEE. If you do not agree that the quality of this tape is as high
as any you have ever bought (irrespective of price!) we will immediately
refund your money and return postage costs.
Standard
Long
Double
Triple
Play (P.V.C.) Play (P.V.C.)
Play (Polyester)
Play (Polyester)
3" ISO' 2/3 3' 225'
3/- 3" 300'
4/3 3" 600'
8/9
4" 300' 3/9 4' 450'
5/- 4" 600'
8/3 4* 900' 12/6
5' 600' 8/3 S" 900'
9/9 5' 1200' 15/3 S- 1800' 22/6
sr 900' 10/- sr 1200' 12/3 Si' 1800' 19/3 SJ" 2400' 28/6
7* 1200' 12/3 7' 1800' 17/3 7" 2400' 21/9 7* 3600" 38/6
P. and P. 2/- per order. We also stock a wide range of accessories, all at lowestever prices. S.A.E. list.

SLEEP-O-MATIC UNIT
including two speed tape recorder complete with microphone, time-switch
and undcr-pillow speaker £27/10/- plus 6/- post (Batteries 5/-). Two models
available, one for mains only and one for batteries which can be supplied with a
mains power pack at 50/- extra. Both will take our special radio tuner at 42/-.
Publications : "Sleep Learning. Its Theory. Application and Technique" and
"Mental Power Through Sleep Suggestion". Full details on request.
RAPID RECORDING SERVICE
21 BISHOPS CLOSE, LONDON E.I7

LEDA TAPES (D), 30 Baker St., London, W.I
YUKAMk. SO P-fOPSSS'/OHAl. TH£ ycfAH
-CWg-gPUBEi
AS&OSOC. WAY Get these AIR DRYING GREY HAMMER

PROFESSIONAL
Bib RECORDING
TAPE SPLICER

or BLACK WRINKLE (CRACKLE)-,^
Yukan Aerosol spraykic contains 16 oas. fine quality Other Yukon Air
durable easy instant spray. No stove baking required. Or/ine Acrosoh
Hammers available in grey, blue, gold, bronze. 'ncfuVc:
Modern Eggshell Black Wrinkle (Crackle) all at 14/11 Zinc Chromole
at our counter or 15/11, carriage paid, per pushbutton self-spray can. Also Durable, heat and water
'■"cquer.
resistant Black Matt finish (12 ozs. self-spray cans Anti-Tarnish Cold
only) 13/11 carriage paid.
""d Metallic
SPECIAL OFFER : I can plus optional transferable Finishes.
snap-on trigger handle (value 5/-) for 18/11, carriage.!-jSVj,
paid.Choice of 13 selfspray plain colours and primer 11 "
(Motor car quality) also available.
Please enclose cheque or P.O. for total amount to :
YUKAN, Dept. ■« 307a Edgware Rd.. London W.2..
Open all day Saturday.
Closed Thursday afternoons.

NEW
Size 15
Complete
SOLDER DISPENSER
with razor cutter
For transistors, printed cir- *1
A handy precision tool for quick and
cuits. small components. 21
accurate editing-no wastage or post
ft. coil of 60/40 alloy, 22
3 editing clicks. Pays for itself by using
s.w.g. in dispenser for quick,
up all your odd lengths of tape.
easy soldering. 31. eac},
Chrome plated.
18'6 each
Obtainable from High Fidelity and electrical shops or write to:
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.. HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. HERTS.

"Q"
CORD
Now available less accessories at ONLY

for

the

bargains
"27
Gns."
Also with basic accessories at
"33

best
read

THE

Gns."

E

Special Introductory Offer;
FREE with each machine purchased, if this
advert sent with order: A complete head
cleaning/tape lubricant kit worth £1/1/6.
The finest machine under £40. A.C. bias/erase,
Bogen heads, 4i" spools, 3j ips. only 51b. wt.
operates in any position, lid on/off.
PA system built in.
If you are thinking of buying a portable of first class
order, the "Q"-Cord is the answer, delivery free in
the U.K. 6 months F.O.C. guarantee on parts.
NO LABOUR COSTS.

V H R Y TI I R S DAV
Britain^ bargain weekly
WE SPECIALISE IN
RECORDING TAPES
and thanks to bulk buying we can supply BRAND NEW BRITISH P.V.C.
all tensiled and fitted leaders. Our tapes are not to be confused with
acetate, sub-standard, imported or used tapes. Ail capes in polythene
and individually boxed (sealed if required). 24-hour despatch service. Full
money refund if not delighted. This is a genuine less than half price offer of
Hi-Fi quality tapes, why pay a penny more I
Std.
L.P.
D.P.
Boxed
Length ea. 3 for Length ea. 3 for
Length ea. 3 for empty spls
3 ISO' " 5/9 3' 220' 2/6 7/- 3' 400' 4/6 13/- 3' 7d.
4 300' ft 10/- 4' 450' 5/- 14/- 4' 600' 6/9 19/6 4' 1/8
5 600'
17/6 5' 900' 8/- 23/6 5" 1200' 12/6 37/- 5' 1/9
900'
20/6 Si 1200' 10/6 30/6 5}' 1800' 17/- 50/- sr 1/9
sr
7' 1200' ft
9/- 15/6 7" 1800' 13/- 38/6 7" 2400' 21/- 61/- 7" VPostoge 1/6 each, three or more POST FREE.

We are also your sole U.K. agent for Saja spares
Write today for full details to:—
C. BRADDOCK LTD.
266 WATERLOO RD., BLACKPOOL Tel. 45049

STARMAN TAPES
421 STAINES ROAD, BEDFONT, MIDDLESEX
80
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TELEFUNKEN
M.40I
CASSETTE
PORTABLE
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION. Twin-track transistor battery recorder employing DC Internalional system for mono recording and play-back. Taps Speed:
2 i/s. Playing Time: 45 minutes per track (OC90) or 60 minutes per track (DCt20).
Frequency Range: 40Hz-8kHz. Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 45dB. Output Power: 2W.
Level Indicator: Meter. Input: 0.2S-20mV at 5K. Output; 600mV at t5K. Dimensions: 1t( x 8 x 3|in. Weight: 7Jlb. Price: £48 68. Distributor: AEG (G.B.)
Ltd., Lonsdale Chambers, 27 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
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PRACTICAL operating tests and subjective
impressions of performance were covered
by battery recorder Field-Trial No. 15 which
appeared in the October '66 issue of this
magazine. I am glad to report that my more
objective technical tests confirm this excellent
report in every respect.
Like the Uher 4000L. the Magnetophon 401
uses a complex multi-transistor motor control
circuit to set the speed to fine limits and to
reduce radiated motor noise to the lowest
possible level. Transistors are used to switch
current to the three main motor windings in
correct sequence with a high frequency 'inductive commutator' providing the switching
signal. An HF oscillator powers a ferrite-cored
coil within the motor housing which induces a
voltage into each coil in turn as the armature
rotates. These high frequency voltages are
rectified to bias the main control transistors on
as required. At the same time the back-EMF
of the unswitched coils, which is proportional
to motor speed, is rectified and compared with
the voltage across a zener voltage reference
diode. The difference or error voltage controls
the HF oscillator output so that the switching
transistors are on for longer or shorter times
to compensate exactly for the speed change.
As all motor control currents are turned on or
off relatively slowly, there are no inductive
surges or sparking to create audio or radio
interference.
The flutlergram of fig. I shows that wow is
negligible, but that a high frequency flutter at
motor rotation frequency is evident at 50Hz
(3,000 r.p.m.). It is well known that the ear is
not sensitive to such flutter, the subjective
impression being of only a slight roughness on
a sustained pure tone.
Due to the cassette loading, it was not
possible to measure the play-only response or
to relate peak recording level to standard testtape level. Overload tests at 500Hz showed
that waveform distortion was just visible at full
scale on the record level indicator.
Test-tones were recorded 12dB below peak
recording level at about quarter meter scale
and playback to line output gave the very
satisfactory response of fig. 2 which is level
within 4dB limits to 9kHz. Remember the
tape speed is only 2 i/s!
System noise with no cassette inserted, but
with motor running, was 45dB below peak
recording level. Recording tests with the gain
control at zero showed bias and erase noise to
be 43dB below peak recording level.
Erasing peak 5C0Hz lone gave various playback levels ranging from 43dB below peak to
only 30dB below peak. This proved to be due
to slight movement of the cassette when the
stop button was depressed. With the cassette
properly 'bedded down' consistent erasing to
the 43dB limit was always obtained.
Next, a series of one-third-octave bands of
filtered white-noise were recorded and the
sound output measured on the speaker axis on
each band during playback to give the acoustic
response of fig. 3. This again is reasonably
level within 5-6dB limits over the range 400Hz
(conlinued on page S3)

the Wyndsor Vanguard
the most versatile
audio

recorder at its price"

diary 67

offering so many
outstanding features..
# 4 track - 3 speeds
- 7in. Spools
^ Separate Record
and Replay amplifiers
# Double Play
# Sound-on-Sound
# Detachable lid
fitted 8' speaker
% Tape Monitoring
facility
Before you buy on
ordinary tape recorder write for full
details of the Vanguard and other
models.

# Push button controls
# Recording meter
and Playback indicator
# Straight through
amplifier facility
# Bass, treble, volume and record
gain controls
0 Many other features

audio diary 67
NOW AVAILABLE 76 POST FREE
Gel this useful pocket diary which, in addition to the usual
diary section, contains 64 pages of valuable reference
information for the hi-fi and tape recording enthusiast.
Subjects include: musical terms; index of composers; sound
wavelength and frequency; frequency and pitch; loudness,
hearing and dynamic range; gramophone records and their
reproduction; pickup tracking error; aerials lor VHF/FM;
interconnections and impedance matching; stereo loudspeaker
placing; loudspeaker crossovers; bass horns; tape playing
time; tape track positions; tape equalisation; units and
abbreviations; common circuit symbols; decibels; compliance,
mass and resonance; some useful equivalents; metric/British
conversion data.

#

All British
and full value
for money at
only 59 gns.
inc. 1,800ft.
LP tape and
Tape manual.
(Less mike.)

Get your copy now from Dept. ADS,
Link House Publications Ltd., Link House,
Ding wall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.

WYNDSOR RECORDING CO. LTD. (Dept. TRI)
Wyndsor Works, Bellevue Road, Friern Barnet, London, N.I I. ENT 2226.
We are happy to announce that we can now supply

TAPE

RECORDER

BRAND NEW BRITISH & GERMAN
HCOVERS
Smart waterproof cover
to give complete protection to your Cape recorder.
Made from rubberised
Canvas in navy, wine, tan,
grey and bottle green
with white contrasting
pipings, reinforced base,
handy zip microphone
pocket and name panel.
87/Phillp, 3534
79 6
., 3549
3556
67/6
3558
45/.. EL3542
43/.. EL3536
70/57/6
EL35IS
49/6
,. EL354I/I5
57/4
GrundigTK.I
72/TK.5
55/.. 3541/H
Cossor 1601
631TK.6
67/6
1602
63/57/4
TK.8
1604
79/TK.I4 & 23 & 18 59/6
1605
84/TK.I4L, I7L, 23L,
Stella ST454
57/4
I8L
67/6
52/6
.. ST455
43/TK.20 .,.
ST458
79/TK.24
55/84/TK.25
55/., ST459
Saba 2305
TK.30
60/79/4
Tandbcrg
72,
72b.
74,
74b.
63/TK.35
66/823, 843; Hard case ... 141/8
TK.40&4I
82/Soft case
TK.46
112/4
Tandberg 62, 62b. 64, 64b.
TK.55
63/.*#
75/92 Hard case ... ... 141/8
TK.60
67/6
Soft case
TK.400
Brenell Mk. 5 -f- 5M
TK.830/3D
63/35/-#
Truvox R92, 94 and 102... 99/Cub
65/Robuk RK.3 + RK.4 ... 47/4
Telefunken 85
Ferrograph
...
88/75/15 & 76K... 55/Sony 521 ...
90/95
69/6
Philips 8108
57/6
Revox F
84/Optacord 414 +412 +416 43/3548
79/6
•Without pocket
A. BROWN & SONS LTD.
24-28 GEORGE STREET. HULL. TEL.: 25413

RECORDING TAPES
P.V.C. POLYESTER & MYLAR
(ALSO PRE-RECORDED FOREIGN LANGUAGES)
RECORDED ON SCOTCH and EMI TAPE
Both manufactured by world reputable British and German firms. Fitted
with leaders and stop foils. Not rejects or sub-standard in any way—tapes
are splice free and are boxed. Remember : full refund plus postage should
goods not meet with your full approval. To date no refund has been requested.
Standard Play
Length
English price
German price
216
214'
300"
3/4
5*
600'
91.
4/4
5f900'
11/4
1200'
7"
14/$
Long Ploy
3*
220'
2/4
3/4"
45061»/•
S*
900'
11/4
911200'
sr
14/10/4
7*
1800'
23/14/Double Play
400'
614/4*
600'
8/4
7/5"
1200'
21/13/51*
1800'
24/17/7*
2400'
39/22/LEARN FOREIGN LANGUAGES the easy way from BRAND NEW
PRE-RECORDED TAPES in GERMAN. FRENCH. SPANISH and
ITALIAN. 26 step-by-step easy lessons on each tape recorded at 3i i.p.s.
supplied complete with Handbook. Retail 59/6 each. OUR PRICE 19/6 each.
Postage and packing I/- per spool, 4 or more post free.
EMPTY SPOOLS : 3' 9d. 5' 2/-.
2/3. 7' 2/6.
N. WALKER Ltd.
28 Linkscroft Ave., Ashford, Middx.
Phone: 53020
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M.401 REVIEW CONTINUED
to 8.5kHz and accounts for the pleasant if
rather 'small' tone from this remarkable little
recorder. The microphone response was also
measured in a white-noise sound-held to give
the response of fig. 4. This is more than
adequate for recordings to be played on the
401 internal speaker and perfectly satisfactory
for speech and background effects when played
through line output to a wider range ampliher/
speaker combination.
Apart from the motor control circuits discussed above, the record-playback circuits are
straightforward. On record, the hrst four
transistors amplify the microphone or attenuated line input to about IV RMS, with feedback
over the second and third stages to give sharp
pre-emphasis of the higher frequencies for
recording. One half of the push-pull output
pair is switched to act as the erase and bias
oscillator, and the other half feeds the record

Below: Life-size reproductions of
an opened DC International cassette
(employed on the M.401) and
its rival (bottom), the Philips design.

level meter. On play, the output transistors
revert to their normal role, and the feedback
over the second and third stages is modified to
give bass boost for playback equalisation.
COMMENT
As a self-contained, simple-to-operate, very
portable recorder, I give the Magnetophon 401
full marks. I would like to see the stop key
disassociated from the cassette lifter and an
extension loudspeaker output provided so that
a good speaker or wide-range headset could be
connected when necessary.
1 have tried to put myself in the place of a
prospective customer for this type of recorder
and find great difficulty in visualising how it
might be used. Would I be content to use one
cassette only, continually erasing old recordings
to make room for new ones ? Would I need a
number of cassettes, and how would the price
compare with open reels, per hour of playing
time? Would I use the recorder to collect
"sound pictures' with the idea of dubbing
selected excerpts on to a static recorder ?
The possibilities are endless and I can only
repeat that the technical performance of the
401 is beyond reproach ; it is up to you, the
customer, to decide how it should be used.
A. Tutchings

Your Tape Dealer
LONDON AREA
FOR ALL LEADING
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Classical Records
by Mail Sarvica
hampstead
HIGH FIDELITY
91b Heath Street,
Hampstead, N.VV.3.
tlFI Tel. H AMpstead 6)77

Stockists /or all the leading makes of Tape Equipment
207 EDGWARE ROAD. W.2
Tel.: PAD 3271
US EDGWARE ROAD. W.2
Tel.: PAD 9789
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.. W.I. Tel.: MUS 2605
42 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.. W.l. Tr/.; LAN 2573
152/3 FLEET STREET, E-C.4.
Tel.: FLE 2833

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
(SHEEN) LTD
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS. ACCESSORIES.
HI Fl EQUIPMENT
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP, SALES AND
SERVICE
3 8 4 STATION PARADE, Open until 8 p.m. on Fridays
SHEEN LANE. SHEEN,
PROSPECT 098S
LONDON, S.W.I4
Opposite Mortloke Station, S.R.

WmBLEDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK
Farrofraph. ate. — Stareo — Mono
Pre-recorded Tapes — Accessories — Microphones
Qualifled staff of long experience at your disposal
backed by fully equipped workshop for guaranteed
100% after sales service.
TEL-LEE-RADIO
220 The Broadway. Wimbledon, S.W.I9
TEL. LIBERTY 4944

s

CHESHIRE
FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS
OP C R E W E LTD.
)
(
HEAD OFFICE;
14 HICHTOWN, CREWE, TEL. 2535
TECHNICAL DIVISION:
19/21 LUOFORD ST.. CREWE
DEVON
THE SOUTH WEST
Tom Molland Ltd.
Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of Hi-Fi and Tape
Equipment at
102 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69282/3
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas
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Your Tape Dealer
ESSEX
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
TAPE RECORDERS
RECORDS

/j.
{Cy

CHEW & OSBORNE LTD.
148 HIGH STREET,
EPPING, ESSEX
EPPING 2300

Your Tape Dealer
LANCASHIRE
BOLTON

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

H.D.KIRK
150 Higher Bridge St.
Phone 23093
BOLTON

HAMPSHIRE
FORRESTER'S
NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.
70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest bi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

High Fidelity
Specialists
Hatvil/on -fletfahtt'cs
Hamilton Elect ronics I Southampton j Ltd
35 London Rood. Southampton Phone 28622 3 Lines

J.SMITH & SON
HI-FI EQUIPMENT — STEREOGRAMS
TAPE RECORDERS — 2 SHOWROOMS
B. & O., Dynatron. Hacker. Quad, Leak, Radford,
Armstrong, Ferrograph, Revox, Truvox. Uher,
Decca, Garrard. Thorens. Goodmans, KEF, etc.
Comparator Derm—Closed all Tuesday
Specialists in 'SOUND' for 36 years
184 THE ROCK, BURY Tel: 1242
LEICESTERSHIRE
LEICESTER
All your hi-fi requirements
QUAD - LEAK - ROGERS -FISHER &
Speaker, by: ARMSTRONG - TANNOY - K.E.F.
LOWTHER - B. & O. - WHARFEDALE
GOODMANS
Tape: FERROGRAPH - 6. & O. - GRUNDIG
BRENELL - PHILIPS
Record Dept.: ALL LABELS - PARASTAT SERVICE
LEICESTER-CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED
HIGH STREET LEICESTER
Tel: 20431
STAFFORDSHIRE

NEW & S/H TAPE RECORDERS
HI-FI
UHER. B & O, FERROGRAPH, AKAI.
TANDBERG. REVOX, etc.
H.P. TERMS — PART EXCHANGES
PETERSFIELD CAMERA CENTRE
37 Lavant Street
Tel.: Petersfield—Hampshire 2631

M. R. WARNER & SON LTD.
TANDBERG SPECIALISTS
We stock and demonstrate
all leading makes of
hi-fi equipment
26 CHAPEL ASH - Woleerhampton 26581

HERTFORDSHIRE

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

11AMMOND8
OF WATFORD
(Your HI-FI centre for advice and service)
Agents for all leading makes of TAPE-RECORDERS.
AMPS TUNERS. SPEAKERS and ACCESSORIES,
Terms and Pare Exchange. Evening Demonscracions.
63 QUEENS ROAD • WATFORD
27187/36136

Nottingham Tape Recorder Ltd.
BURTON ST. 2 mins. Victoria Station

LANCASHIRE
— STOCKPORT AUDIO CENTRE
FINEST IN NORTH WEST
— 7 REVOX \
AKAI
/simon^
JHE
BSO
/ SONY \ BHENEL
RUNDI
TRUVOX
1j
©■Vdb
'CO
* ALL MODELS ON COMPARISON DEMONSTRATION
* EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
FAIRBOTHAM A CO. LTD.,
58-62 Lowtr HlllflM, SIO 4872 ,

NORTHUMBERLAND

Specialists in ail the best makes of
• TAPE RECORDERS 0 AMPLIFIERS •
• HI-FI DISC EQUIPMENT 0
Telephone: yottlngham 45222

SOUND EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
Morton
_ , 2-6902
20142
nd
o
12 OXFORD STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE I
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READERS'
PROBLEMS
Readers encountering trouble with their tape equipment are invited to write to the editorial office for
advice, marking their envelopes "Readers' Problems
—Tape". Replies will be sent by post and items of
general interest may also be published in this
column at a later dale. This service does not.
however, include requests for Information about
manufacturers' products when this is obviously
obtainable from the makers themselves. Queries
must be reasonably short and to the point, limited
to one subject whenever possible. In no circumstances should such letters be confused with
references to matters requiring aftentlon from other
departments at this address. We cannot undertake
to answer readers' queries by telephone.
FAULTY TAKE-UP ON A TELEFUNKEN 104
Dear Sir, My Telefimken 104 tape recorder has
been functioning well for about a year, but
recently has developed a fault which involves
the take-up turntable.
When the machine is switched to the fast
forward position, the turntable squeaks and
rotates slowly. At first this fault occurred only
when a spool was located on the turntable but
now takes place even without the spool.
Moreover, and this may perhaps be due to
this trouble, I have noticed that occasionally
there has been clear indication of speed variation on playback. I would be glad of your
advice.
Yours faithfully, R.B., St. Venera, Malta.
The trouble is almost certainly due to the take-up
bell, which In this machine is of flat fabric,
lensioned by a roller on a pivot arm. The belt
tends to become 'polished' on its surface and to
bind on the plastic drum.
The take-up drum itself is of a thin plastic
construction, and dryness at the bearing point can
cause it to overheat and 'grip' the spindle, giving
the snatch-and-slacken tendency which leads to
irregular running. A clean-up and touch of light
grease here will help. Check also the belt roller,
both for free movement from the pivot point of
the arm and for freedom at the roller spindle.
Dismantle, clean and assemble with the aid of
one drop of oil—surplus wiped off with the
cotton wool before resuming running.
The machine also has a tendency for the top
motor bearing to dry out and over-heat—a drop
of light oil here may help, though this is not the
prime cause of your trouble. Make sure the
slide lever for fast-wind is free at the front and
easily releases when you press the stop key.
INDOCTRINATED BY AMPEX
Dear Sir, Entirely due to your report on the
Ampex 863 tape recorder, I decided to buy one
and am fairly pleased with it. I am worried
though, by the fact that, when switched to the
record position, Radio Prague is heard very
clearly from the monitor speakers. At first I
was rather amused by this and often listened
because the reception was so clear, but during
a recent exercise of self-criticism I became aware
of the serious danger of this fault. I have,
since May, given up the Daily Telegraph in
favour of the Guardian and have twice bought
copies of the Morning Star ! Can you advise 7
Yours faithfully, C.C.K., Saxmundham, Suffolk.

ffe are sorry to hear about your tape recorder,
which appears to have been subversively Indoctrinated ! Now if it had been receiving Radio
Caroline . ..
Joking apart, the reception of radio programmes when switched to record generally
denotes that the input is unloaded, and this
provides a very good detector circuit, the actual
frequency of the signal detected depending on
the circuit constants, stray capacitance of the
wiring, etc., and the level dependent on siting
and the efficiency of the amplifiers. With the
Ampex S63 you have a superlative amplifier, and
the sensitivity tells against you ! However, you
can prove this easily. Insert a shorted jack to
the input socket and note whether the signal
disappears. If It does, then you need have no
worries, as the connection of external source for
recording—microphone, gram or tuner, will
balance the input loading and the circuits will not
act as a radio detector.
If, however, you are gelling this effect with
the inputs loaded but no signal source (a microphone connected, a gramophone connected but
not playing, a radio untuned or turned to
minimum gain), then you really do have trouble
and must call upon your agents for an underguarantee check.
I think you will find this is only a phenomenon
caused by the above conditions and nothing to be
worried about. Incidentally, if at any time the
just wind belt breaks, the drive bell for Stella
458/9 models is an exact fit !
HUM ON A TANOBERG
Dear Sir, I have a Tandberg 74 which has
developed a mains hum. This increases in
loudness when the volume controls are turned
up but is not audible during recording. If
Valve 1 and/or Valve 2 is removed, the hum
disappears from the respective channel. I
wonder if you can give me any idea of its
cause?
Yours faithfully, C.P.M., Stamford, Lines.
The fault in your Tandberg evidently has a
common cause, since the hum is present on both
channels, and as it disappears when the preamplifier is removed we must suspect either the
smoothing of this section of the HT circuit or the
heater line.
The heater has a fixed humdinger, consisting of
two 50-ohm wire wound resistors, the junction
tapped to chassis. Replace these with a 100-ohm
wire-wound potentiometer, tapping the slider to
chassis, and adjust for minimum hum.
Test each channel individually and clean all
switch contacts. An aerosol switch-cleaner such
as the new Mulllcore 2-AX may be of advantage
here, but remember to allow time for the
volatile 'carrier' to evaporate before switching on,
even though these solvents are reputed to be
harmless with arcing contacts. Ordinary switchcleaner tends to linger and can give noise
symptoms on 'early' switch positions, I have
found. A camel-hair brush and carbon letrachloride is a good cleaning agent, so long as the
usual precautions are taken (i.e. ensure adequate
ventilation and do not inhale the fumes). Clean
the VI and y2 valve pins with a knife blade, and
dean the sockets, working the valves up and
down several times in their bases when reinserting. Excuse these obvious hints, but
experience has proved them to be common
causes of many 'leasers'.

Your Tape Dealer

Your Tape Dealer
WILTSHIRE

SHREWSBURY'S NEW SOUND CENTRE
Ferrograph-Leak-Akai- Rogers-Goodman etc
HEAR THEM IN OUR DEMONSTRATION STUDIO
OPEN ALL DAY
TUESDAY-SATURDAY

SOUTHERN ENGLAND

Hi-Fi Ltd.
13 WYLE COP.
(fftdns the famous Uon Hotel)

Tel. 55IM

J. F. SUTTON
HI-FI AND TAPE RECORDING CENTRES
SALISBURY—50 BLUE BOAR ROW
SOUTHAMPTON—421 SHIRLEY ROAD

SURREY

YORKSHIRE

FARNHAM
SURREY
•Ar Stockists of all food Hi-Fi apparatus.
^ Comparative demonstrations.
★ Wo offer a real after sales service.
★
of terms.
'k Easiest
No parking
problems.

TAPE RECORDER
CENTRE (HALIFAX)
stock all the best Tape Recorders, HI-FI
Equipment, Tape, L-P Records, etc.
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY BY EXPERT STAFF
2 years Free Service on New Recorders over £35
30 King Cross Street, Halifax
Phone 66832

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
M-IT DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
T.lephon.: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

SCOTLAND
CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
AU leading'makes in a'ock, Hi-Fi equipment, cabinets, etc. Service agents for AKA1 Tape Recorders
SPflLDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON
ADDiscombe 1231/2040
SUSSEX
WORTHING, SUSSEX
Stocking Ferrograph, Revox, Sony,
Tandberg, Truvox, Philips, EMI, Luxor,
etc., on fully comparative Demonstration.
BOWERS & WILKINS LTD.
1 Beckel lildgs.. Littlehampton Road,
Worthing 5142.
WARWICKSHIRE
COLIN

G.

TURNER
M.I.P.R.E.
For Everything Sound
39 YORK ROAD,
KINGS HEATH,
BIRMINGHAM 14
HIG 4181

KEN WHITTLE LIMITED
For the good names in Tape Recording
and Hi-fi.
288 STRATFORD ROAD, SPARKHILL,
BIRMINGHAM, 11 IWtpfion.; SPR 5SM
85

EDINBURGH'S
HI-FI
SPECIALIST
Amplifiers, F.M.
Tuners, P/Ups,
Speakers, etc,
Demonstrationsand
Advice gladly given.

Agent for the
famous Heathkils.
Hi-Fi Corner
I Haddington Place,
EDINBURGH
Phone: WAV 7901
W. G. Graham
Assoc. Brit. I.R.E.

Recording Studios
recording and
mjb transcription service
Mono and Stereo record* : latest cutting methods, automade varigroove. feedback cutter heads, //miters and
equalisers, techniques hitherto available only to the
professional, facilitating high undistorted cutting levels
and extended playing times even from amateur recordings.
Booklet available.
40 QUEEN STREET
MAIDENHEAD
TeL 28204 BERKS
TAPE RECORDERS . AUDIO EQUIPMENT - DISC CUTTING STD & LP
FROM TAPE - STUDIO FACILITIES
HIRE SERVICE-SALES-EXCHANGES
HAGNEGRAPH
I Hanway Place, London, W.I. LAN 2156

STUDIO
REPUBLIC
professional recording services
CHURCH FARM, PINNER, MIDDX, FIE 5555

American 4 Track Stereo Tapes covering
most famous labels at realistic prices. Why
pay more? Imported directly by us, saving
distributors profits. Vast selection at 75/- each
—send S.A.E. for free lists or call at London
showrooms : Teletape of Marble Arch, 33
Edgware Road, W.2.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

WANTED
Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 6d. per word (private), minimum 78. 6d.. Box
Nos. Is. 6d. extra. Trade rates 9d. per word, minimum 12s., Box Nos. 2s. extra. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in MARCH 1967 issue must reach these offices by 19th JANUARY addressed to;
The Advertisement Manager, Tape Recorder, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Tape Recorder, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and
Hi-Fi Specialists wish to purchase good quality
Tape and Hi-Fi Equipment for cash. 400
Edgware Road, W.2. Phone : PADdington
5521.

Microphones by S.T.C. £3 13 6 to £49 10 0.
Hammond Condenser 29gns.. Grampian £8 5 0
and £10 10 0, Reslo £11 12 6. Others. Accessories. Free plugs, leads and fitting. State
type. Microphone Services. 51 Stubbington
Avenue, Portsmouth 62569, Hants.

Highest prices offered for good quality Tape
Recorders and Hi-Fi. See our ad. page 70 this
issue. R.E.W., 266 Upper Tooting Road,
London, S.W.I7.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Young Man required with some knowledge
of tape recorders. London applicants only.
Box No. 512 (London).

FOR SALE-PRIVATE
Nagra III Portable tape recorder (N.T.P.H.)
with mains unit, £272. Nagra portable amplifier/speaker, £44. Hodder, 133 Holyhead
Road, Coventry.
Akai 910, 6 months old. All accessories
plus 8000ft. tape, 4 pre-recorded, cost £80.
Any offers, cash. Morrison, 30 Shacklelon
Road, Freckleton, Preston.
Microkit condenser microphone, factory
built, as new, £15. 12 Commercial Road,
Westcliff, Essex. Soulhend 42175.

FOR SALE-TRADE

American 4-track stereo tapes are cheaper
from Dublin. Send 2/6 for Harrison catalogue
listing complete range of American labels,
prices, etc. Details: Music U.S.A., 201
Pearse Street, Dublin 2, Ireland.
Sleep Learning and Therapy. Two revolutionary techniques in their respective fields
of Academic Learning and Mental Health
which have been rendered possible by the
invention of the tape recorder. Learn difficult
lessons, memorise new data at short notice,
master foreign languages, parts in plays or
improve your mental powers. Send now for
FREE details of our Sleep-Learning Recorder,
Time Switch, Pillow Speakers, Cassettes.
Induction and Language Tapes and general
information about these vital subjects. The
Institute of Sleep-Learning (TR), 16 King's
College Road. London N.W.3. PRImrose
3314.

STUDIO

FACILITIES

Rapid Recording Service. Records made from
your own tapes (48-hour service). Master
Discs and pressings. Recording Studio—Demo
Discs. Mobile Recordings, any distances.
Brochure from 21 Bishops Close, E.17.

Tin. 45 from 18/-, lOin. LP 42/-, 12in. LP
48/-. 3-day postal return service. High level
disc cutlers, Limiters, Equalisers, variable pilch
etc Professional work at provincial rates. 40ft.
Studio. Trade terms available. S.a.e. leaflet
to : Deroy Sound Service, High Bank, Hawk
Street, Carnforth, Lanes.

Blackburn has Lancashire's leading Hi
Fidelity/Tape Recorder stockists and Electronic
Engineers at Holdings Audio Centre, Mincing
Lane/Darwent Street, Blackburn (Tel. 59595).

Miniflux 4-Track Stereo Record/Playback
Recorder Heads at less than half-price ;
Miniflux Model VKH4—List Price £6 6s.,
Special Price 55s. each. Miniflux 4-Track
Ferrite Stereo Erase Heads, List Price £3 10s.,
Special Price 32s. 6d., or supplied together
one of each at £3 17s. 6d. post paid. These
heads are direct replacements for Reflectograph Model B, Veritone 16. Truvox, Simon
SP5, Brenell, but can also be used on other
decks. J-Track Stereo and J-Track Mono
Heads also available. All heads are supplied
with fixing plates and technical specifications.
(Send s.a.e. for details.) Refleclograph Replay
Decks Automatic Reverse complete with
Hi-Fi Pre-amp Table Mounted Model. Listed
at 75gns. Special Price 24gns. Lee Electronics,
400 Edgware Road, W.2. PAD 5521.

Ampex (G.B.) Ltd.
Bang & Olufsen U.K. Sales Division
Braddock, C., Ltd.
Brown, A., & Sons Ltd
Ceaser Products Ltd
EMI Tape Ltd
Ferrograph Recorder Co
Francis of Streatham
Grampian Reproducers Ltd

ADVERTISERS* INDEX
..
..
Hammond, C. E. & Co. Ltd. ..
68, 88 Recorder Co.
Heathkit (Daystrom) Ltd.
..
.. 48 R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd
K. J. Enterprises ..
..
..
.. 68 Sony U.K. Sales Division
Kodak Ltd
46 Starman Tapes
Leda Tapes
80 Stereosound Productions Ltd
Lee Electronics Ltd.
74 Telesonic Ltd
NuSound
47 Van Der Molen Ltd
Philips Electrical Ltd
54 Walker, N
Rapid Recording Service
80 Wyndsor Recording Ltd

Your sole U.K. agent for "Saja" spares and
service. We carry many spares for the M40/M5
Export and M50. C. Braddock Ltd., 266
Waterloo Road. Blackpool. Tel. 45049, 24
hours answering service.
A unique tape buy! Top brand 7in. 2,400ft.
25/-, 5|in. 1,200ft. 15/-; p/p 1 at 2/-, 2 at
2/9, 3-6 at 3/6. Bargains in all sizes. S.a.e. for
list. E. C. Kingsley <S Co. Ltd., 93 Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.l. EUSton 6500.

87
.. 56
80
82
80
50
52
64
58

J & B Recordings. Microgroovc tape to disc,
mastering service, pressings, mobile studio. 14
Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. MITcham
9952.

TAPE EXCHANGES
You can speak to the World without a
transmitting licence 1 For 3d. stamp we'll tell
you how. WWTT TAPE STATIONS, 35
The Gardens, Harrow.

..

.. 64
70
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There's something special
about the new Ampex 1100

listen
It's sound. Pure sound. The reproduction you'd has an automatic reverse (plays unattended for
expect from the world's leading makers of 9 hours) □ automatic tape threading □ 3 speeds
recording equipment. Just pl^y the Ampex □ accurate VU meters □ interlocked tape controls
1100 up against any other recorder in the same □ precise dual capstan drive □ life-long Ampex
price range, and listen to the difference. Ampex deep-cut heads and solid state electronics
1100 variants are available as a deck version □ No head-wearing pressure pads are used in
with pre-amplifiers (1153), as a portable deck any Ampex recorder. Full warranty—of course.
with pre-amplifiers and power
If you want something extra from
amplifiers (1163) or in a walnut
a tape recorder, you'll find it in
AMPEX
cabinet (1165-3). Ampex 1100
Ampex.
Ampex sales and service facilities are conveniently located throughout Europe and the Middle East. For more information write to: Ampex Groat Britain Ltd.. Acre Road,
Reading. Berkshire. England. Telaphona Reading 84411 • Ampex S.A. Via Serna 2. Lugano, Swiuerland. Telephone 091/3.81.12 ■ Ampex Europa G.m.b.H.
6 Frankfurt Main. OUsseldorfer Strasse 24, Germany. Telephone 252001-5 • Ampex. 41 Avenue Bosquet Paris 7e, France. Telephone 705,38.10.
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The ELTRA 1001 sets a new standard for mono home recorders. At around half the price (49gns) of
current high quality machines it provides a playback quality unrivalled by all but the most expensive
machines available today. The large internal loudspeaker (9x5) is driven by a most generous in-built
amplifier (6 watts push-pull > 1% harmonic distortion) with full separate bass and treble control. Wide,
linear frequency response (50-18000 Hz. 1 3dB @ 7i i.p.s. to DIN 45513) and incredibly low background
noise levels (- 54dB weighted @ 7i i.p.s.) make the machine quite suitable for most discriminating
recording. As for the cabinet, finish and styling, these are Danish Design at its best—just see for yourself.
The coupon will bring further details of the 1001 and the address of your nearest stockist,
JBUrrJL^/V
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- unextravagant high fidelity listening

ELTRA UK SALES & SERVICE:
CE HAMMOND & CO. LIMITED
90 HIGH STREET . ETON . WINDSOR . BERKSHIRE

Please send full details on the Eltra
Namo
irtHrocc
9F/TR/B7

